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Introduction
Hi,
If you're a Doctor McCoy fan, you're going io find the
following pages a treasure trove of informat ion. Not only have
we listed every McCoy story we could find (including those where
he is featured promtnently), but have also given you a thumbnai1
synopsis of what the story is about. If you're hooked on a
certain writer like Connie Faddis or Ingrid Cross, then we also
have a reference by author...and editor. Unfortunately, many of
the zines listed are out of print, but there are always zine
auciions going on, so this can be a guide io thai elusive McCoy
story thai you've always wanted to read.
The credit for this publicat i on goes to three people. A few
years ago, Marcia Coates came up with the idea of putting this
together. Then she found herself stuck with the job! MelI, she
did it, and did it well. After she went through her vast zine
colled ion, she enlisied the zines (and aid) of Cindy Deren. It
took almost two years of work, but they got it done. Then it was
placed in the capable hands of Bonnie Guyan and her computer.
"Zip"! It was done!
So why am I writing this iniroduction? Beats me! Except
none of those girls would say these things about themselves, and
I kinda' coordinated the project without doing any of the work.
(Mho said I wasn't bri11iant?) Also, this is being put out by
the DeForest Kelley Fan Communique, and all (if any) profits will
go io our club chart'ty: The North Shore Animal League. If you
are not familiar with thai organization, it is devoted io the
rescue and placement of homeless animals. In their 40+ years of
operation, they have never destroyed an animal. AIthough their
facilities house only 400 pets at a time, last year they placed
almost 44,000 cats and dogs in good homes. So, thank you for
your order. . .and your donai ion. There are a lot of tails wagging
on your behalf.
Sue Keenan, Pres.
DKFC
For more i nformat i on on the North Shore Animal League, write:
NSAL, 22 South St.; Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
or contact
The DeForest Kelley Fan Communique.
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Publications
ACCUMULATED LEAVE 81, Johanna Cantor, 1780
"The Day Of The Guinea Pig", Beth Hal lam, 11 pgs - McCoy tells the humorous story of Spock's very
unusual reactions to an experimental drug to reduce the violence of Pan Farr.
"Come Fill The Cup", Frankie Jemison, 4 pgs - Jim Kirk joins the last leave party on the Shore Leave
planet. Uhile strolling through the forest land thinking of what he might conjure up, he hears the
voices of tuo old friends. Are they the product of the Shore Leave machinery?
ACT FIVE, SCENE TUO (K/S), Ann Carver, 1786
"Half Tones In Vulcan") Carol A. Pierce) 14 1/2 pgs - Returning from Vulcan after his Pon Farr, Spock
begins to show definite signs of mental illness. McCoy uorks to understand uhat is happening to his
friend and to help.
"Uhere Have All The Playthings Gone", Alice Mills, 21 1/2 pgs - Ue learn of additional violence that
occurred on Miri's planet. Spock's involvement in this violence troubles him months after their
return to the Enterprise. Kirk turns to McCoy to ask for his special kind of 'old fashioned country
doctoring'.
ALL MY CREUMEN, Carol Andrus, 1777, Volume 81 - 7 pgsi Volume 82 - 13 1/2 pgs; Volume 83 - 16 pgs,
A McCoy-Natira novel printed in 3 small zines and never completed.
ALMOST ANYTHING GOES...AROUND TUICE, Anonymous Knoxville Associates/Barbara Benson, 1?86
"Restored", Rebecca Smithey, 3 1/2 pgs - Tonia Barrous has been badly burned in an accident. As McCoy
fights to save her life he realizes how much Tonia means to him.
"McCoy vs Meers & Uarbucks", Robin Ualker, 6 pgs - Have you ever tried to clear up a credit problem in a
department store? Follow McCoy as he tried to correct an error in his credit line.
ALPHA CONTINUUM 81, Tina Henry) 1776
"No Time For Past Regrets") Ingrid Cross, 16 pgs - As Leonard McCoy is about to board the Enterprise for
the 5 year mission) he looks back on the life he is leaving and meets Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock far
the first time.
ALPHA CONTINUE 82, Marty Siegrist, 1777
(This McCoy issue with several 1 page vignettes? poetry and art.)
"Uhen The Good is Gone From Goodbye", Karen Fleming) 2 pgs - The confrontation that led to the break-up
of McCoy's marriage.
"Change Of Habit", Meg Hogue, 10 pgs - Christine Chapel is going through a difficult time in her
personal life and as Leonard McCoy tries to find some way to help her he finds, to his surprise,
that Christine is very important to him.
"To The Edge", Mona Oelitshy, 5 pgs - Uhile on a planet the Captain and Spock are injured in an
explosion. The Enterprise uill not return for many hours and McCoy, injured himself, struggles to
stay awake and alert to care for his two friends until help arrives.
"No Child Of Man", Anne Laurie Logan, 3 1/2 pgs - A conversation between McCoy and his daughter reveals
a very bizarre family background they share.
"Mad Dogs And Earthmen", Connie Faddis, 2 pgs - McCoy has an encounter with a Phoenix on a planet that
has no animal life.
"The Real McCoy") Leslie Hobart, ID pgs - Our kindly doctor has been called 'seducer) thief) barbarian
and temple desecrator' by the people of the planet Alard. They uill sell their Oilithium crystals
to the Klingons if he is not punished. A case of mistaken identity, of course) but McCoy will be
held in prison until it is all straightened out. Or uill he?
"To Each His Oun") Mandi Schultz and Cheryl Rice, 27 1/2 pgs - One of tuo 'Diamonds and Rust' stories in
this zine. McCoy becomes involved in a very unfortunate situation with his daughter that leaves him
emotionally shattered. •
"Idols I Have Loved", Mandi Schultz and Cheryl Rice, 44 pgs - Second of 'Diamonds and Rust' stories in
which Chantel, the mysterious new Security Chief on the Enterprise, tries to help McCoy recover his
mental health.
"Log Jam", April PentIand, 6 pgs - McCoy feels he has been wronged by a less than complimentary entry in
the Captain's Log. Their friendship is threatened until McCoy, with Spock's guidance, finds a means
of 'revenge'.
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ALPHA CONTINUUM 83, Tina Henry, 1782
"Hostage Of Fortune", Anne Laurie Logan, 12 pgs - Spock befriends Joanna McCoy and her child who a not
very likable Leonard McCoy has rejected.
"Sarpeidon Apogee", Jocelyn Feaster, 3 pgs - Alternate ending to Spock and McCoy's trip to Sarpeidon.
"A Uarrior's Oeath", Ingrid Crass, 3 pgs - Spock helps McCoy come ta terms uith the impending death of
Jim Kirk.
"Amulet", Ton! Cardinal-Price, 23 pgs - McCoy accompanies Spock on a trip to Vulcan for the celebration
of Amanda's birthday. Uhen their aircar crashes in the desert they go through a mystical adventure
before rescue.
ALPHA TOUCH 82, Lucille Lacey, I960
"Requiem", Julie Osborn, 2 pgs - Just returned through the Guardian of Forever, McCoy tries to comfort
his young Captain.
ALTERNATE UNIVERSE 4, VOLUME 1> Shirley Maieuski, Anne Mary Hall and Virginia Tilley, 1774, 62 pgs-
Jim Kirk has been found guilty of culpable negligence in the destruction of 3 heavily populated
planets, court martiaied, and dishonorably discharged from Starfleet. Ue see his departure from the
Enterprise and his friends and his recruitment into Lightfleet. Lightfleet is a secret organization
that is dedicated to the peaceful unification of the galaxies. It is organized by the Velonians
whose technology is far advanced over that of Star fleet. Kirk becomes an Action Agent and an one of
his assignments is captured by Starfleet and returned to the Enterprise for questioning. There is a
joyful reunion with McCoy and Spock. They cannot turn Kirk over to Starfleet and devise a means to
allow Kirk's escape.
ALTERNATE UNIVERSE 4, VOLUME 2, Shirley Maiewski, Anne Mary Hall, Daphne Hamilton and Virginia Tilley
1775, 140 pgs - Kirk has been captured by the Enterprise and this time he uill be turned over to
Starfleet security by Spock's order. To escape Kirk used a method in which he apparently turns a
Phaser, set to kill, on himself. McCoy is so devastated by Kirk's apparent death that he can no
longer function and is given an indefinite leave to try to recover. Most of this volume deals uith
Kirk's effort, uith the help of Melon and a Velosian psychologist, to save McCoy's sanity.
ALTERNATIES 82 (X-rated), Cheryl Petterson, 1786
"S'More Leave", OaraIyn-Archer, 7 1/2 pgs - There seems to be a malfunction of the equipment on the
Shore Leave Planet and McCoy has his hands full uith one-too-many Yeoman Barrous.
"A Furious Ceiling", Ann Crouch, 5 1/2 pgs - Spock, unsure and vulnerable in his neu relationship as
Kirk's lover, spends an evening uith McCoy. An evening in which McCoy realizes his love for the
Vulcan. McCoy wants the relationship between his friends to work but he feels Kirk is mistreating
Spock and he challenges Kirk to really show his love for Spock or relinquish him to someone who
uill.
"Bequest", (no author), 2 pgs - Post ST^TUOK. McCoy brings Spock's bequest to Christine. Genetic
material taken from Spock during the 5 year mission. Material to use to produce Spock's child or to
destroy as she sees fit.
"The Bare Bones", Ann Crouch, 3 pgs - Spock, after returning from Vulcan, finds the Pon Farr has not
completely dissipated and goes to McCoy for medication. McCoy is able to help, but not uith
medication.
AMAZING GRACE (K/S), Dorothy Laoang, 1784
"To Face The Future", A.T. Bush, 33 pgs - Past SMUOK. McCoy is trying to care for Kirk and deal uith
his oun grief over Spock's death. Life is further complicated by the approach of Klingons to
investigate the Genesis planet. Kirk suddenly begins to hear Spock calling for their help and
sensors show a life farm an the planet.
AK&flf aiNSET, Jennifer Elson, 6? pgs, British Novella - Probably the most unpleasant picture of McCoy's uife
and his marriage that you uill ever read. Interesting picture of a strong, long-time friendship
betueen McCoy and Montgomery Scott.
ANOTrER (K/S), Oarien Duck and Phoebe Entuhistle, 1782
"Resting Place", Beverly Sutherland, 77 pgs - Moving novella uhere ue learn of the aftermath of Spock's
death in 'The Urath of Khan' from McCoy's point of vieu. Ue are given neu insight into the
Kirk/Spock relationship and bath the positive and negative aspects of death.
AND ANOTHER (K/S), Phoebe Entuhistle, 1783
"No Secrets", Devery Helm, 6 1/2 pgs - Uhen McCoy learns that Kirk and Spock are lovers he must fight
his feelings of pain and frustration at his inability to be part of something that means so much to
Kirk. He is unsure of his part in the relationship, but Kirk and Spock are determined that the
Doctor realize his friendship is wanted and needed as such as ever.
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ARCHIVES 82, Johanna Cantor, 1778
"Uhile Still Ue Feel", Johanna Cantor, 15 pgs - Kirk, Spock and McCoy are called upon to help Gem and
her people. They have been relocated by the Vians, but their culture is not thriving.
ARCHIVES 86, Johanna Cantor, 1782
"The Foal's Gift", C.J. McNally, 3 pgs - A rare glimpse into McCoy's childhood. Uhy did he show such
interest in the battered tricycle in the Miri episode? Learn hau a young McCoy does a lot of
grouing up on his 5th birthday.
ARCHIVES 87, Johanna Cantor, 1783
"The Stranger", Ruth Ann Hepner and Johanna Cantor, 1? pgs - McCoy, expecting to be transported to the
Surgeon General's Office, arrives instead on an Amish farm on Earth in the year 1777. He tries to
fit into the life of the farm uhile hoping for rescue. Then comes the challenge of a Poliomyelitis
epidemic.
"A Civilized Man", Lynda Carraher, 7 1/2 pgs - McCoy is on a fishing trip uith an alien friend. A
Ka'ardeshi kills his friend and takes McCoy captive. The Ka'ardeshi maintains that to kill is
instinctive and that McCoy uould kill him if he uas given the chance. Uhen the Ka'ardeshi is badly
burned, McCoy proves he is a civilized man by doing his utmost to save his enemy.
AS 1 DO THEE 81 (K/S), MKASHEF Enterprises) 1784
"Seaside Rendezvous - An Interlude") Sharon Fetter) 13 pgs - An exploration of McCoy's reactions to the
sexual relationship of his two best friends.
"The Edge Of Certainty") Alayne Gelfand, 26 pgs - Spock has not recovered his sight after Oeneva. Ue
share McCoy's guilt and his efforts to use new methods to restore the Vulcan's sight.
"Coming To Terms") Devery Helm) 5 pgs - Another story of McCoy's awkwardness in accepting the Kirk/Spock
relationship and in finding his place in the relationship. Kirk and Spock have invited McCoy on a
leave to try to resolve the conflict.
AS 1 DO THEE 82 (K/S)) MKASHEF Enterprises) 1784
"Second Chance") Toni Cardinal-Price) 3 pgs - Ue join McCoy and Kirk in the sickbay of the Bird of Prey
as they watch over Spock. It is easy to feel the depth of their friendship and their love for
Spock.
"The Stars Far Auay") Far is Vincent) 8 pgs - It is the end of the five year mission. McCoy) about to
leave far Georgia, has come to Kirk to try to heal the rift that developed uhen Kirk accepted the
ground assignment. Kirk needs to knou that McCoy uill not desert him as he feels Spock has done.
"The Control Of Destiny", Toni Cardinal-Price, 4 1/2 pgs - Spock's anger and fear over Kirk's reckless
behavior disturbs him to the point uhere he is considering leaving the ship. It is McCoy's council
that helps the Vulcan understand his feelings.
"The Reuard", Debi, 36 1/2 pgs - A sequel to 'The Prize' by Ray Neuton. McCoy's lunar shuttle has been
attacked by a slaver ship and the captured Doctor uill be sold at the slave market in ShiKahr.
Before this can happen, he is rescued by a party of uarriors led by Spock and his slave, Jim Kirk.
McCoy saves the life of a wounded Kirk and is accepted into the household of Spock and into the bed
of Spock's Aunt T'Kara.
AS 1 DO THEE 83 (K/S), MKASHEF Enterprises, 1785
"Echoes", Donya Blacque, 1? 1/2 pgs - Kirk, McCoy and Spock are on Vulcan follouing the Fal Tor Pan.
They are trying to recover from the experience and re-establish some type of relationship. McCoy is
experiencing the lingering effects of Spock's presence in his mind and it appears that Spock and
McCoy are going to be inseparable for some time to come and Spock begins to realize that he and
McCoy are very much alike.
"Of Private Dreams", Joann Mareh 5 pgs - Spock and Kirk have admitted their love for each other to
themselves, but not to each other. Separately they seek out McCoy far his guidance.
AS 1 DO THEE 84 (K/S), MKASHEF Enterprises, 1786
"Frozen Stiff", Marie Surah, 16 pgs - A mission on the glacier of a cold planet becomes dangerous as
Kirk, Spock and McCoy are trapped in a crevasse. It is a time of danger, shared memories and
affection as they uait for rescue.
"Uhere The Ice Breaks", Faris Vincent, 1 pg - Kirk has just learned of McCoy's approaching death. He
seeks out Spock uhile trying to imagine life without McCoy or what life uould be if it uere Spock
who were dying.
AS I DO THEE 88 (K/S), MKASHEF Enterprises, 1787
"Odd Man Out", Lynn Shamei, McCoy and Spock are lovers. It is a truly loving, caring relationship far
bath men, but they knew from the beginning that it uould end uhen Kirk realized his love for the
Vulcan. That time has come and Spock plans for one last very special night uith the doctor.
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BACK TREKKING, Selections from Pastaklan Vesla 81-84, 1770-1772
"Deadlock", Michelle Malkin, 25 pgs -There is adispute over aplanet uith large veins of Dilithium.
The Enterprise is sent to orbit the planet until its ownership is established. Uhen aRoraulan ship
arrives the Organians once more intervene and decree that the fate of that part of the galaxy uill
be settled by the actions of one person from each ship that uill be sent to the planet. The
Enterprise representative is McCoy.
"Spectre Out Of The Past", Michelle Malkin, 14 pgs -The Enterprise rescues the survivors of apassenger
liner that uas attacked by Orions. One of the injured is McCoy's x-uife and contact uith her puts
an end to 20 years of a dream of reconcilation.
BAIT ONCE) BAIT TUICE) Lee JaecksJ 1780) 243 pgs, (Novel) -Kirk, exposed to the deadly rays of Delta
Radiation, has been relieved from duty and Spock is in command. McCoy and Christine uork
frantically to find acure for Kirk uhile Spock, Scotty and all are fighting a desperate battle uith
the Klingons.
BERENGARIA 88, Vicki R. Kir Iin, 1776
"Meld", (no author), 3 pgs - Jim Kirk is auakened by Spock's voice in his mind. Soon Lt. Ker appears at
his door. A telepath, Lt. Ker has also been summoned by Spock's voice. They find Spock in the
Biology Lab trying to revive Leonard McCoy uho has been bitten by a poisonous spider. The medical
team pronounce McCoy dead, but Spock and Lt. Ker use their combined mental powers to save his life.
BERENGARIA 810, Teri Meyer and Vicki Kirlin, 1778
"The Gathering", Michele Arvizu> 25 pgs - The death of a loved one and a reunion uith his ex-uife leaves
McCoy shattered and doubting his ability to function as CMO on the Enterprise.
TrE BEST OF I'M A DOCTOR, NOT A...> Oatazine Publications) 1784
(Reprints of stories that originally appeared in this publication of the DeForest Kelley Association
of Fans.)
"Uorld's May Change) and Galaxies") M.L. 'Steve' Barnes
"The Need") Cheryl SheIton
"Heat Uave") M.L. 'Steve' Barnes
"Blue Rain") M.L. 'Steve' Barnes
BEYOND MUTARA) Sheila Clark) 1783
"Remembering", Ann Preece, 4 pgs - McCoy seeks the solitude of his quarters as he attempts to deal uith
his grief at Spock's death. Hours of memories do not bring peace and he is about to seek out Kirk
uhen the Captain arrives at his door to offer his company to the doctor.
BEYOND ORION II, Carol Hunterton, Lee Jaecks and Carolyn Venino, 1777
"And So To Bed", Carol Hunterton, 1 pg - Still tortured by memories of his first wife, McCoy battles
these memories and the desire to drink them away.
"Night Vigil", Carolyn Venino, 1 pg - Poem - This time it is Spock keeping the vigil over McCoy uha uas
injured protecting Spock.
BEYOND THE FARTHEST STAR 82 (Adult), Bill Hupe, 1787
"Southern Comfort", Linda Mclnnis, 10 1/2 pgs - McCoy is back in Atlanta on a medical leave and
uncertain about returning to the Enterprise. A chance meeting uith a uoman he kneu many years ago
helps the doctor make the decision about his future.
CAPTAIN'S LOG, VOYAGE 6, Richard Pol let, 1782
"Just A Feu Memories", Frances M. Uilson, 7 1/2 pgs - Leonard McCoy is reluctant to accept the
assignment of CMO on the Enterprise until he learns the name of the neu Captain. As McCoy spends
his last hours on earth, he recalls past encounters uith James Kirk.
CAPTAIN'S LOG 7/8, Richard Pol let, 1783
"You Got'ta Knou Uhen To Hold 'Em", Rouena Uarner, 8 1/2 pgs - Scotty and a reluctant Spock are the
subjects of McCoy's experiment to determine uhy Vulcans are less affected by alcohol than humans.
Scotty) the old hand uith a drink, is certain he can outdrink the Vulcan. Interest is high and the
betting is heavy.
CAPTAIN'S LOG, VOYAGE 7, Richard Pallett, 1784
"The Burden", Allysan Mann, 4 pgs - Post ST:TU0K. Christine Chapel is studying at the Vulcan Science
Academy when Or. McCoy and Captain Kirk come to tell her of Spock's death.
"Uhat's In A Voice", Richard Pol let, 5 pgs - After being the victim of a number of practical jokes which
he is sure were Kirk inspired and aided by a certain Vulcan, McCoy seeks his revenge.
"An Application Of Colloquial Psychology", Frances M. Uilson, ID pgs - McCoy and Spock help Kirk recover
from the psychological damage inflicted by capture and torture.
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THE COMPLEAT FAULUELL/LANDING PARTY 6, VOLUMES 1 AND 2, Gordon Carleton, 1785
These two volumes contain the on again, off again romance betueen Leonard McCoy and Sadie Fauluell
that was carried originally in the zine 'Uarped Space'. Volume 2 carries 'The Book of Changes', the
only neu story in the series. It is an alternate sequel to ST II and is 40 pages in length.
THE COMPLETE RACK, Martha J. Bonds, Nancy J. Kippax and Beverly J. Volker (J. Emily Vance), 1784
One volume that contains "The Rack" and "All The King's Horses, Ail The King's Men" plus three
additional stories that uere not printed before this volume. 178 pgs
CONTACT 82, Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 1776
"The Third Uheel", Connie Faddis, 7 pgs - A classic McCoy story. The doctor suffers the grief and
loneliness of being the third uheel in the relationship uith Kirk and Spock until a near fatal
accident shows him the depth of their caring.
CONTACT 83, Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 1777
"Difference Is A Virtue") Marion Dougall, 5 pgs - Kirk's mind has been injured by a psychic weapon.
McCoy uith his emotion) affection) and humor joins uith Spock to heal their Captain.
CONTACT 84) Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 1777
"The Rack") J. Emily Vance) 5? pgs - The rumors of a homosexual relationship betueen Spock and Kirk run
throughout Starfleet. Although untrue) the rumors become so serious that Spock decides to resign his
commission. McCoy tries to help both men but is unsuccessful. Kirk) who is depressed and
recovering from an injury, accidentally or purposely takes an overdose of pills and dies.
CONTACT 85/6, Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 177?
"Home Is The Hunter", Nancy Kippax and Beverly Volker, 137 pgs - Jim Kirk is returned to the Federation
after 10 months as a prisoner resulting from his arrest on a spy mission. He is a broken man and
Spock takes him to an ocean side retreat in an attempt to restore him bath physically and mentally.
Spock soon realizes he cannot do this alone and calls upon McCoy for his help.
CONTACT 87, Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 1781
"Uait For The Morning", Marion McChesneyi 47 1/2 pgs - Spock persuades a very unwilling McCoy to
uithhold from Kirk that the Captain has a malignant brain tumor for which there is no treatment.
Uhen Spock dies in an accident protecting Kirk, McCoy reveals the truth to the Captain and is told
uith great bitterness that Kirk uants the doctor out of his life forever. McCoy leaves, but it is
not long before bath men realize their need for each other.
CORDRAZINE, Julie McCoy, 1781
"Cheap Thrills", Christopher Boyle, 7 pgs - McCoy helps a young ensign overcome the obsession that has
led him to share his quarters uith 121 tribbles.
"Broken Rules, Desperate Chances", Julie McCoy, 17 pgs - Adventure story in which McCoy follows his x-
uife into Klingon territory.
CRYSTAL CONSTELLATION, Linda Rossi and Sarah Thompson, 1764
"The Fatal Spark", (author unknown)) 47 pgs - On share leave McCoy meets an old college friend uha is
now head of Neurology on a penal colony. He claims his superior is running an illegal mining
operation under the prison and using prisoners to do the mining and he uants McCoy to help him prove
it. McCoy agrees and endangers his life in the process.
"If I Had Knaun", (author unknown), 30 pgs - Spock has been dead a year uhen Kirk and McCoy are sent
back in time through the Guardian of Forever to a Vulcan uhere the young Spock is still alive.
OAGGER OF TfE HIND, Fern Marder and Carol Ualski, 1780
"And All My Days Before Me", Ingrid Cross) 10 pgs - At the end of the five year mission) McCoy is about
to meet Natira again and a decision must be made about their future..
"Afro-Oisiac") Uinston A. Houlett) 6 1/2 pgs - A shore leave shared uith Uhura, Tonia Barrous and
Lieutenant Tai Busher turns out to be a little more exciting than planned.
DARING ATTEMPT 83 (K/S)) Uendy Rathbone, 1?B5
"A Handful Of Dust") Dovya Blacque> 13 pgs - The men of the Enterprise have just returned from Vulcan
following Spock's Pon Farr. The tension betueen Kirk and Spock is threatening to end their
friendship until McCoy's guidance is able to bring them back together.
"Uhat Are Friends For?") Ann Carver) 30 1/2 pgs - Uhen the Vulcan Council refuses Spock's request to
have his relationship uith Kirk formally recognized, it causes so much conflict betueen the tuo men
that they part. Spock returns to Vulcan and Kirk leaves the Enterprise. McCoy realizes hou
miserable his friends are and does everything possible to see them reunited uithout success.
Spock's capture by Romulans brings Kirk to his rescue and they are together again. Nou it is McCoy
uho is bitter and alone as his friends seem to have no time far him. Spock finally realizes uhat is
troubling McCoy and sets about to assure the doctor that he is laved.
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"My Uord Is My Bond", Robin Hood, 5 pgs - As Jim Kirk died, he forced Spock to promise not to follow him
into death. Spock's agony, as he tries to fulfill his promise, is too much for McCoy and the doctor
finds a uay for Spock to break his promise.
DECK FIVE OIGEST 81, Terry Martin and Katharine Scarritt, 1781
"Brother's Keeper", Ruth Berman, 5 1/2 pgs - Spock cares for an i11 McCoy uhile they are stranded on an
unfriendly planet.
"Graven Image") Mary Lowe, 4 pgs - Spock has summoned McCoy to Vulcan to ask his help in cloning a
duplicate of the deceased James Kirk.
"Smidgeon Of Passion", Pam Rose, 6 1/2 pgs - McCoy requests leave in Georgia. Could it be? It is...the
Ponn Pecan!
DECK FIVE DIGEST 82, Katharine Scarritt and Deborah Tounsend, 1782
"LT. Teddy", Landa Brannick, 5 pgs - A group of animals, including a Sehlat, are brought aboard the
Enterprise for transport. McCoy tries to keep the SehIats presence a surprise until Spock's
birthday.
DECK FIVE DIGEST 83, Janet Meek Beckuith, 1783
"Sueet Vengence", Diane Miskieuicz, 10 pgs - McCoy, motivated by good intentions, manages to alienate
Spock, Scotty and Kirk.
"And The Moon Is Full And Bright", Patty Bushman, 42 pgs - McCoy is bitten by an animal that turns out
to be a werewolf. As a result he becomes one himself. His friends, uith the help of a uoman
claiming super natural powers, attempt to remove this curse.
OELTA TRIAD 81> Laura L. Scarsdale and Melinda Shreve) 1775
"The Alphan Primaries") Mary Louise Dodge) 6? pgs - McCoy has been invited to attend the manhood rites
of a son he has not seen since the boy uas 5 days old.
DELTA TRIAD 82> Laura Scarsdale and Melinda Shreve) 1776
"Companion Four") Laura Scarsdale and Mary Lou Dodge) 27 1/2 pgs - McCoy tries to solve the mystery
behind a genetic defect that plagues the population of the planet Vesha III. He has a special
interest in the cure because of his affection for one of the lovely inhabitants of the planet.
DELTA TRIAD 83> Laura L. Scarsdale and Melinda Shreve) 1776
"A Question Of Priorities") Mary Louise Dodge; 2? 1/2 pgs - McCoy is gravely injured and in need of
immediate transport to a medical facility. Mr. Spock and Captain Kirk are on a planet out of
contact uith the Enterprise and uith chem-immunity to the planets deadly radiation for a feu hours.
Does Mr. Scott deliver McCoy to the medical help he must have or uait to retrieve his First Officer
and Captain?
"To A Time Divided") Mary Lou Dodge) Laura Scarsdale and Melinda Shreve) 50 pgs - A whiplash back to the
year 1864 uith Kirk) McCoy and Uhura being sent to Earth. Archaeologists have uncovered a library
uith a storehouse of knouI edge that can only be opened uith a key that happens to be hidden in
Georgia) Terra.
"Insight Into The Empath") Laura Scarsdale) Melinda Shreve and Uilliam Hickey, 2 pgs.
DELTA TRIAD 84, Melinda Shreve) 1777
"Bivouac", Melinda Shreve, Laura Scarsdale and Mary Louise Dodge, 45 pgs - Deeply concerned by the
antagonism that exists betueen McCoy and Spock, Kirk sends them on an isolated one ueek survey in
the hope that it uill bring them closer.
"Rigel Five", Joe Martin, 28 1/2 pgs - Five Rigellians come aboard the Enterprise to conduct secret
scientific experiments using the ships facilities. McCoy becomes very close to one of the young
scientists, not realizing the successful conclusion of their work uill mean the death of all five
scientists.
"Lillith") Fran Smith) 3 1/2 pgs - McCoy returns to his home for a short time before reporting for
Starfleet duty. His Father wishes him well, but his Mother refuses to see or speak to him.
"The Resignation") Marian Kelly) 3 pgs - McCoy prepares to resign due to the insult his defiance of
T'Pau brought to Vulcan. Then Spock comes foruard to express his gratitude to the doctor.
OELTA TRIAD 85, Linda Scarsdale and Melinda Reynolds, 1777
"The Cultural Investigators", Mary Louise Oodge, 4 1/2 pgs - 'In the name of cultural understanding',
Scotty and McCoy investigate the quarters of their First Officer.
"Mission And Men", Mary Lou Dodge, Laura Scarsdale and Melinda Shreve, 54 pgs - After failing to save a
patient for whoa he has special feelings, McCoy plans to hide auay doing pure research. Then a
critically ill Lt. Kirk comes under his care. McCoy risks his career to uin a battle his colleagues
believe is hopeless. Kirk recovers to promise that uhen he becomes a Captain, McCoy uill be his
CMO. McCoy's faith in himself as a doctor is renewed.
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DELTA TRIAD) SUPPLEMENT 1 - R) Mary Louise Dodge> Melinda Shreve and Laura Scarsdale, 1777
"Autumn's Echo", Mary Louise Dodge, Melinda Shreve and Laura Scarsdale, 34 pgs - McCoy makes a happy and
reuarding visit home. He helps settle affairs concerning the family) enjoys a romantic interlude in
an idyllic cabin) and is kidnapped by three local roughnecks. He beats them hands doun in a braul
and to top it off) parks their airear in a most inconvenient spat.
DESTINY'S CHILDREN 83, Florence Butler) 1787
"Interim", Libby Uest, 2 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Kirk in the sickbay of the Bird of Prey as they rush to
Vulcan.
"Case Study Of A Victim", Miki Uordsmith, 12 1/2 pgs - McCoy is surprised to find Jim Kirk in his
quarters uhen he returns from a memorial service for an old friend. Kirk thinks the doctor might
need to talk and McCoy realizes he uould like to tell Kirk about the important part Dr. Silverman
played in his life.
DIL1TH1UM CRYSTALS 81, Jacqueline Eduards, 1?7?
"The Healing", Jacqueline Eduards and M.S. Murdoch 12 pgs - Uhura, Scatty and Mr. Spock do everything
they can to encourage a romance betueen Dr. McCoy and Christine Chapel.
D1LITH1UM CRYSTALS 82, Jacqueline Edwards, 1782
"Remember", Sue Keenan, 3 pgs - McCoy agonizing aver the death of Spock and uhat it is he is to
'remember'.
"Leonard McCoy: Diplomat", Sue Keenan, 8 pgs - Recovering from serious injuries on Beta VI and uaiting
for the return of the Enterprise, McCoy happens into a situation uhere he defends a group of Vulcans
against the insults of Starfleet personnel. This leads to an invitation to the Vulcan embassy and a
reunion uith Sarek, Amanda and T'Pau.
"Notification", Jacqueline Eduards, 4 1/2 pgs - Post ST=TUOK. McCoy takes on the sad task of informing
Christine Chapel of Spock's death.
01L1THIW CRYSTALS 83, Media Press, 1786
"Sleight Of Hand", Sue Keenan, 25 pgs - The Enterprise captures a belligerent, young, female smuggler
uha calls herself Tonia. Uhen it is learned that the Klingons have developed a vaccine that uill
allow them to release a deadly virus on the Federation, Kirk offers Tonia her freedom if she uill
use her underground connections to infiltrate a Klingon planet and steal the vaccine formula. McCoy
is the medical expert assigned to accompany Tonia on this dangerous mission.
DIVERT DIMENSIONS 84, Mary Jo Blythe, Jeannie Deem and Elaine Uebster, 1783
"Lament", Cheryl Flint, 14 pgs -An injured Commander Spock is treated by an outpost doctor. One
version of the first meeting between Spock and McCoy.
"Safety Factor", Roberta Rogow, 3 pgs - A series of memos between Leonard McCoy, Medical Officer, USS
Enterprise and Starfleet Engineering personnel. Subject: The Transporter.
DIVERSE DIMENSIONS 85, Mary Jo Blythe and Elaine Uebster, 1784
"A Patient Outlook", P.E. Kinlock) 84 pgs - A sudden energy surge as McCoy is being transported lands
him right in the middle of the Korean Uar as a patient in the '4077' MASH Unit.
DON'T TELL IT TO THE CAPTAIN, Collette Max, Beverly Zuk and Mardy Lamski, 1783, 142 pgs, (Novel) - Spock is
injured so badly that he may be taken off the ship far specialized treatment, but not while McCoy is
CMO. Never one to bow to regulations, McCoy breaks them all, shanghi-ing a doctor to tend to Spock
and turning sickbay and the Enterprise upside down to keep the Vulcan on the ship without his
knowledge, behind Kirk's back and during of all things, a major tour of inspection. Be prepared to
hold your sides.
ENERGIZE, Cindy Silver, 1775
"The Gardener's Craft") Connie Faddis, 1? 1/2 pgs - A landing party discovers a lush tropical garden on
an otherwise desolate planet. They become the guests of the friendly 'gardeners' of this planet) a
humanoid species uith remarkable mind scanning abilities. Uhen Kirk is injured in a rocks)ide his
legs must be amputated and McCoy learns that the gardeners have the knouI edge to care far mare than
the plants of their planet.
ENTER-COffl 81) Marjorie McKenna) Uendy Rockburn> 1777
"The Morning After", Kandie Stripe, 3 pgs - McCoy's attempt ta 'help' Spack after a night of
celebration.
"Time And Music", Abigail Ualdren, 14 pgs - McCoy and the rest of the creu attempt to help Spock deal
uith the death of Jim Kirk.
ENTER-COMM 82, Marjorie McKenna, 1780
"One-Finger Symphony", Eileen Roy, 2 1/2 pgs - McCoy helps a despondent Christine deal uith her feelings
about Spock.
"Home Again," Jean Stevensen, 2 pgs - A reunion uith Joanna told from her point of vieu.
1?
ENTER-COMM 83, Maureen McKenna and Marjorie McKenna, 1780
"There But For The Grace", Uendy Rockburn, 8 pgs -A chance encounter uith aStarfleet Captain uho lost
his tuo closest friends reaffirms Jim Kirk's appreciation of Spock and McCoy.
ENTER-COMM 84, Marjorie McKenna, 1781
"Sometimes Just The Nearness", Denise Tathuell, 30 pgs - Trapped by unknoun forces and many of the crew
ill, including Kirk, McCoy strives to cure the illness uhile Spock works to release the ship.
"You Can't Get There From Here", Uendy Rockburn) 25 pgs - Spock) Kirk and McCoy are kidnaped to prevent
them from being the Federation's representatives at a very important ceremony. Story tells of their
humorous adventures as they attempt to get to the ceremonies on time.
"Candle In The Oark", Uendy Rockburn) 2 pgs - McCoy's letter to Joanna telling of Spock's disappearance
and the reaction of Jim Kirk.
ENTER-COMM 85> Oarien Duck and Marjorie McKenna, 1782
"A Test Of Pride") Joyce Tullock) 16 pgs - A torrential rainstorm has destroyed an archaeological
research project uith which Dr. McCoy was serving. This story reveals the feelings of Kirk) Spock
and others as they search far the Ooctor, and of McCoy as he struggles to survive.
"The Reason Uhy") Oarien Duck) 5 pgs - McCoy's account of the events of Spock's first Pon Farr.
ENTER-COMM 86> Canadian Contingent Press, Marjorie McKenna) et. aI.) 1783
"The Kismet") K.V. Uylie) 24 pgs - Is Dr. McCoy the Uayfarer who will save the people of Peron? A
fatally ill McCoy is believed to be...
"The Take") Frances M. Uilson> 24 pgs - McCoy and Spock are on a mission to trade with the people of the
Norii System far their crystallized minerals and to find a missing James Kirk.
ENTER-CQffl 87> Canadian Contingent Press) 1784
"An Old Sweet Song Of...") Debbie Painter) 8 pgs - The love between two friends is shown as McCoy cares
for Spock who is fatally ill as the result of the radiation accident that killed James Kirk.
ENTER-COffl 88) Canadian Contingent Press> 1786
"The Substitute") Charmaine Uood, 6 pgs - Leonard McCoy is on a leave of absence from the Enterprise)
but ue get a very good insight into the doctor through the eyes of his substitute.
"McCoy Discovery") Cathy Gilchrist) 17 1/2 pgs - McCoy is stranded on a landing party assignment by an
ion storm. Injured and alone he is rescued by the only inhabitant of the planet) a large humanoid
female.
"The Sal Iin Gift") Madona Skaff, 10 1/2 pgs - McCoy has received a gift from the Sal Iins, a crystalline
stone uith the power to intensify thoughts and dreams. The stone is so powerful that Spock is
affected along uith McCoy.
ERIDANI TRIAD 83, Gail Barton, Doris Beetem and Judity Brounlee, 1772
"The Mating Game", 14 pgs - It is amazing uhen Spock requests leave on Urigley's Pleasure Planet and
even more amazing uhen he is the only one missing uhen the crew is recalled. All evidence points to
the fact that Mr. Spock is in Jenny's House of Jay. Uhen McCoy readily admits he was the one uho
gave Spock the address, it is logical that McCoy be the one to accompany Kirk as he attempts to
'rescue' Mr. Spock.
"A Little More Than Kin, But Less Than Kind", Devra Langsam, 21 1/2 pgs - Sara, a young Vulcan girl
comes aboard as a passenger. She has been raised by humans and has very little knowledge of things
Vulcan. Spock thinks she should be trained as a Vulcan on Vulcan and Sara rebels. This time McCoy
is the one to come up with the logical solution to their conflict.
"The Hunting", Ooris Beetem, ID pgs - McCoy accompanies Spock on a hunt which is the Vulcan rite of
passage into adulthood. It turns out to be the most trying time for bath participants.
ETERNAL TRIANGLE 81, Sharon Gates, Mona Golden, Linda Lakin and Phyllis Sutter, 1781
"Revelations", Linda Lakin, 6 1/2 pgs - Post ST'TMP. Spock is having great difficulty dealing uith the
emotions he is nou able to acknowledge. He needs someone to talk to, someone to help, and it is
McCoy he asks for that help.
"Take Tuo Aspirins And...", Linda Lakin, 1 pg - Everyone has a cold except Spock and McCoy is trying to
figure out what makes him immune. Spock is not enthusiastic about the doctor's research.
"Logically Speaking", Sharon Gates and Mona Golden, 12 pgs - Uhile on a landing party assignment McCoy
picks up a stone which renders the person closest to it completely logical. It isn't long before
the other members of the landing party notice the change that has come over their friend.
"Another Parting", Sandra Randant, 1 1/2 pgs - Spock seeks out McCoy for a final fareuell at the end of
the five year mission. McCoy's initial anger at Spock for leaving is snuffed out by his love for
the Vulcan.
"Sweet Solitude", Sandra Randant, 1 1/2 pgs - The end of a day at McCoy's research cabin and ue sit on
the porch and share his thoughts about his life and his friends from the Enterprise.
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"I've Been Drafted", Sharon Gates, 2 1/2 pgs - McCoy has a hard time maintaining his outrage uhen he
learns that he has been drafted.
"Stranded Again", Deborah Kelley, 3 pgs - Typical dialogue betueen McCoy and Spock as they are stranded
together by a non-functioning transporter.
"The Planet Enterprise, Part 1", Sharon Gates, 25 pgs - Fifteen years after the V'Ger mission, the
Enterprise is decommissioned. Kirk with Spock, McCoy and Scatty purchase the ship and receive
permission to colonize a newly re-opened planet.
ETERNAL TRIANGLE 82, Sharon Gates, Mona Golden, Linda Lakin and Phyllis Sutter, 1782
"The Ivy And The Uall", Deborah Kelley, 4 pgs - The shack of Jim Kirk's murder has caused Spock to
withdraw from life and he has spent many years in a withdrawn state that even the Vulcan healers
cannot penetrate. McCoy has remained close all through the years, but now McCoy is dying and he
decides to end both their lives with dignity.
"The Planet Enterprise, Part II", Sharon Gates, 7? 1/2 pgs - Planet Enterprise is ready for colonists:
all former crewmen on the Enterprise. Christine Chapel accepts McCoy's invitation to join the group
and discovers a lave for the doctor that leads to their marriage. Scotty and Spock have also found
wives. Uhura returns for McCoy's wedding and is drawn to Kirk. After a stormy cortship they are
married. There is happiness for all until the Kzinti attack the planet.
ETERNAL TRIANGLE 83, Sharon Gates and Mona Golden, 1783
"Spock's Triangle", Marlene Schaierbach, 3 pgs - McCoy asks Spock why his hands are placed in a triangle
position when he meditates and is surprised to learn that the reason involves the doctor himself.
"Echo Of A Memory") Sue Keenan) 18 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise orbits Vulcan uhere Captain Kirk is to
attend a diplomatic affair and the rest of the crew will have shore leave. Every one, that is,
except McCoy who has been warned that to return to Vulcan means death. T'Pau has not forgiven his
interference during Spock's Pon Farr. Uhen Spock is injured while on the planet it soon becomes
apparent that McCoy must go to Vulcan to save Spock's life. And if he does it will likely lead to
his own death.
"Remember", Melissa Lee> 1 pg - Post ST:TU0K. As McCoy rests following all the bloodshed of Khan's
savagery, his dreams are of Spock's experiences as seen through Spock's eyes.
"Planet Enterprise, Part III", Sharon Gates, 57 pgs - The Kzinti attack the planet and Uhura, Sulu and
Chekov are part of the help sent by the Federation. McCoy, Spock and Kirk rejoin Starfleet and help
to defeat the Kzinti, but not before Scotty and Uhura are injured. All ends happily uith Christine
and Scotty's uife producing baby boys, Uhura uith tuins and Spock's uife expecting a child: The neu
generation of Planet Enterprise.
EXCALIBUR Hi (British), Shirley Lambard, Date of Publication Unknown
"Damn Indians", Shirley Lambard) 7 pgs - McCoy) Scotty> Sulu and young Yeoman Paula Yelrish accompany
Captain Kirk on a landing party to form a treaty betueen the natives of the planet and the
Federation. They are met by a hostile group and in the battle Kirk is uounded. The story tells of
McCoy's efforts) aided by his friends, to care for Kirk until the Enterprise can come to their
rescue.
"McCoy", Jackie A..Clarke, 11 pgs - McCoy joins the Enterprise and finds his young Captain puzzling and
annoying: 'A young upstart'. Time and shared experiences lead to the cementing of their friendship.
EXCALIBUR 82, (British)) Shirley Lambard, Date of Publication Unknoun
"Neu Uorld") Lynn Campion) 2 1/2 pgs - It is 14 months since McCoy left Yonada and nou the Enterprise is
approaching New Fabrini and a reunion with Natira.
EXCALIBUR 85) (British)) Shirley Lambard, 1760
"Journey's End", Gladys Oliver, 2 1/2 pgs - Ue share McCoy's thoughts as he looks back on his life
following the V'Ger mission and we share a conversation uith Spock as the two men re-establish their
friendship.
"McCoy's Secret", Barbara Chegwidden, 17 1/2 pgs - McCoy keeps a secret that leads his staff and friends
to believe that he is neglecting his duties to pursue a romantic interest. The abject of his desire
is a woman newly assigned to the Enterprise and young enough to be his daughter.
FANTASY 1, Bonnie Guyan, 1782
"The Fabric Of A Dream", Bonnie Guyan, 35 pgs - Uhat you call the world of Star Trek goes far beyond the
imagination. The mind of a true genius gave birth to the original concept, but thousands of fans
have documented and created such detail that the uorld of Star Trek has crossed from make-believe to
a reality of its awn. Jain a young writer as she steps past the threshold and travels through tine
and space to a place yet unknown to mankind of today. It is there that both you and she will first
meet an officer of the U.S.S. Enterprise...
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FANTASY 11, Bonnie Guyan, 1783
"Remember Rodenba", Bonnie Guyan, 41 pgs -A shuttlecraft crash sends McCoy and Spock into a mysterious
world where the Ooctor finds a young uaman who he loves and lends to his decision not to return to
the Enterprise.
FANTASY III, Bonnie Guyan 1783
"All The Kings Men", Bonnie Guyan, 54 pgs - Follouing the supposed death of the ships First Officer,
McCoy joins with Kirk to unveil a mastery of disguise. A romance set in the times of knights of old
when kings and queens ruled the world from their castles and dungeons.
FANTASY IV, Bonnie Guyan, 1784
"The Kinship - The Final Chapters, 50 pgs - Spock and Kirk are requested by Joanna McCoy to attend the
memorial service for her father. A difficult time for all until word comes that the doctor is
alive. Their joyful reunion is interrupted by an adventure that threatens all of their lives.
FANTASY VI, Bonnie Guyan, 1787
"Shaman") Bonnie Guyan, 21 pgs - McCoy has long been fascinated by the Indian cultures of Old Earth.
Nou he is on a planet uith a settlement said to be identical to those Indians. Uhile accompanying
Kirk and Spock on a horseback trip into the mountains of this planet) McCoy is seriously uounded.
The reality of his life divides. He exists on the Enterprise) fighting to survive the bullet wound;
and he exists an the planet uith the gentle Indian uoman - Moheya - caring tor him
"The Legend Of Lone Sky") Bonnie Guyan) 14 pgs - McCoy) Kirk and Spock step through the Guardian into
the American Southwest in the year 1851. They are sent to a Cheyenne village uhere they must try to
prevent the destruction of these gentle people. Unknoun to all) McCoy has a special destiny apart
from fighting the enemies of the Cheyenne.
"Manteo", Bonnie Guyan, 15 pgs - Aaron IV, is one of the most beautiful planets in the Beta Sector of
the galaxy. The peaceful home of a nomadic people knoun as the Co injock. Resembling the American
Indian of the planet Earth, their tribal laus and mysteries became painfully clear to McCoy as he
battles both the forces of man and nature to learn the secrets of the distant mountains.
FANTASY VII, Bonnie Guyan, 1787
"The Rape Of A Rack", Bonnie Guyan, 30 pgs - Spock's mind has been wiped clean by the mind-sifter and he
is about to be placed in a sanitarium until he can be transferred to Vulcan. Ue learn of the events
that led up to the tragedy and ue are uith McCoy as he bids a gentle fareuell to his friend. Months
later, Kirk and McCoy return to Vulcan uhere they accompany a partially recovered Spock on a trip
into the mountains. Their adventure endangers McCoy's life, but helps restore Spock's memory and
leads to his return to the Enterprise. (This story also appeared in Nexus 84 and Plak Tow 84)
FANTASY Villi Bonnie Guyan, 1787
"Uhalehead", Bonnie Guyan, 54 pgs - As the result of a shuttle accident, McCoy along uith Kirk and Spock
are transported back to a coastal village of the Twentieth Century. Uithaut hope of rescue, they
finally face the reality of facing a future in a frightening new uorld. McCoy's future has become
his past though, as time no longer becomes a constant.
FANTASY IX, Bonnie Guyan, 1?6B
"Uhalehead Revisited", Bonnie Guyan, 47 pgs - Lighthouses and surf-pounded beaches continue to tantalize
the imagination in the sequel to 'Uhalehead'. Unanswered questions the Enterprise creu found in the
20th century New England now come to light uith a blinding force. McCoy's past has come forth to
haunt his future.
FANTASY X, Bonnie Guyan, 1768
"Duplication Of The Heart", Bonnie Guyan, 48 pgs - Dungeons and thrillers unite as the first chapter
that originally appeared in Plak Tow combines uith its long auaited exciting conclusion. Uhen
superior beings interfere uith the creu of the Enterprise, McCoy is draun in as a spectator to
witness the mysterious bonding between Spock and Christine Chapel. But...which Spock?
FANTASY XIi Bonnie Guyan, 1766
"Star Struck", Cheree Cargill, 8 pgs - A cartoon in writing that shows an off-color version of where no
man has gone before! Prepare to howl out loud as the true personalities of the Enterprise crew
surface.
"Foot In Mouth Disease", Bonnie Guyan, 4 pgs - After a night of over-indulgence! McCoy, Spock and Kirk
awake to find themselves trapped inside a cargo hold. A comedy of dialogue that gives the word
'hangover' a neu meaning. «,
"The Devil In Music", Carol Mularski, 8 pgs - On a planet uhere its natives communicate entirely in
musical tones, Spock performs a musical number that nearly gets the entire Enterprise creu shot at
sunrise
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"Uho", Bonnie Guyan, 5 pgs - A feathery, one-eyed dustmop becomes McCoy's 'pet' uhile on shore leave, but
little do Kirk ar Spack knau that 'Harold', as the creature is dubbed, has the ability to make
dreams come true. A feu erotic, as ueli as tender fantasies are revealed, much to each individuals
embarrassment.
"Basilisk", Bonnie Guyan, 2 pgs - Kirk and Spock pull a con job on an unsuspecting McCoy. Uill the
Enterprise Three become 'dragon bait1....?
"Is This Any Uay To Run A Shoreleave?", Rayelle Roe, 12 pgs - Following a miserable illness, McCoy sends
Kirk and Spock on a forced shoreleave...but the surroundings are not uhat the pair might have chosen
for themselves. Barn yard antics explode as Kirk teaches Spock to milk a cou, in turn, Spock
testing culinary delights on his Captain. But, vengeance is sueet. A little treat is prepared for
McCoy on the last day of the shoreleave.
FANTASY XII, Bonnie Guyan, 1788
"The Moon Of Trius 2", Toni Cardinal-Price, 33 pgs - An epidemic breaks out on a colony, and the
Enterprise is called to help. Never suspecting the manipulation of alien creatures, Spock and
Christine set about making a serum to cure the illness. One of the colonists that has already died
though, turns out to be a lost love of the Vulcan's - Leila Kalome - and despite Kirk's and McCoy's
efforts, little can appease Spock's shielded grief.
"Circle Of Fire", Bonnie Guyan, 4 pgs - Seated within the halo of light provided by a campfire, Spock
and McCoy share the pain of loss. Ridden with guilt over the death of Spock's uife, McCoy finds
solace through the Vulcan himself...while Spock finds comfort in a treasured gift from the doctor.
FANTASY LTD, Bonnie Guyan, 1768
"Nun Too Soon*, Bonnie Guyam 27 pgs - As a representative of Starfleet on a newly organized planet)
Leonard McCoy comes face to face with an ancient religious figure that has moved into modern times -
Sister Jamiez. But) beneath the heavy robes of black and white) who is this mysterious lady?
Uithin a brief spani McCoy gets a caustic lesson in both religion and intrigue.
"Uhalehead - The Real Story", Bonnie Guyan, 26 pgs - If you've ever been to the Outer Banks of NC,
you'll recognize the places described, as Kirk, Spock and McCoy venture into the past to archive
history. But, a problem turns up that puts a kink in their plans all 100 pounds of her.
FARTrEST STAR, Pat Nolan and Henry Betancourt) 1778
"All The King's Horses) All The King's Men") J. Emily Vance) 68 pgs - A sequel to The Rack that appeared
in Contact 84. McCoy attempts to save Spock's life as the Vulcan withdraws after Kirk's death) but
is unsuccessful. After Spock's death he resigns from Starfleet and disappears. Living in drunken
poverty) McCoy brings himself out of his despair when he is brought into the lives of tuo young
Starfleet officers uho are being unjustly affected by the action of Starfleet as uere Spock and
Kirk.
FEAR NO EVIL, Sue Keenan, 1784, 56 pgs, Odyssey Press, (Novel) - Sequel to Valley of Shadow. McCoy is
painfully recovering from Kiingon torture. He must operate to save the life of his torturer who
later dies by mysterious means. McCoy becomes the prime suspect and friendships are strained,
tested and strengthened.
FERHATA, Ankar Press, 1781
"Uish Me Luck", Kate Birkel, 1 pg - Spock has taken the shuttleeraft into the space Amoeba and McCoy
believes the Vulcan is doomed. Ue learn of McCoy's thoughts about Spock and the relationship he has
with Spock and we learn of McCoy's fervent wish that Spock knew he had wished him luck.
FIFTY UAYS, (British), Brenda Kelsey, 1785, 58 pgs, Scotpress - Sheila Clark, Editor! (Novel) - Spock is
about to go into Pon Farr. McCoy and his daughter do all they can to help their friend.
FIRST TIME 83, Merrymen Press) 1785
"Midnight Silence") Beverly Daniel son) 3 1/4 pgs - Spock has confessed to McCoy his love for Kirk) but
sworn the doctor to secrecy. Spock believes his desire is completely hopeless) but McCoy does not
agree and feels Kirk must be told of his feelings.
"The Confidence") Alexis Fagan Black, 3 1/4 pgs -A time of solitary, quiet reflection for McCoy
following the Fal Tor Pan. The doctor now knows the love Spock feels for Kirk and is trying to use
the bit of mental link they still share to encourage Spack to go to Kirk.
F0RHAZ1NE A LIBff STIMULANT, Patsy Curnow and Linda Chanack, 1786
"In Oays Of Old", Helen Ebnen 20 1/2 pgs - McCoy, Sulu and a young Romulan are accidentally propelled
through the Guardian of Forever into the time of knights and quests.
FRIENDSHIP AND DUTY> (British)) Doris Schultz, 1785, 5? 1/2 pgs) Scotpress - Sheila Clark) Editor; (Novel) -
Jim Kirk is faced with a personal tragedy and McCoy finds his friendship with Spack strengthened as
they work together to help Kirk.
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FULL CIRCLE, (British), Sue Keenan and Jackie Eduards, 1784, 25 pgs, DeForest Kelley International
Appreciation Society, (Novel) - Christine Chapel and Leonard McCoy are newly married. They go to
the nearest planet for the honeymoon, but it turns into a nightmare when Christine is arrested for
murder. The charges are obviously false, but there is little chance of justice on this planet.
FURAHA 82, Niche)1e Nichols Fan Club Publication, 1775
"Interference", A. Stuart Ualken 4 1/2 pgs - Spock is troubled by dreams and seeks McCoy's professional
opinion.
FlflAHA 84, Nichelle Nichols Fan Club Publication, 1775
"Caduceus", Connie Faddis, 43 t/2 pgs - The survey team on the planet Alcestis has become the victim of
an unknown disease and McCoy and Christine Chapel, piloted by Chekov, are sent to find the cure. To
complicate matters, on the planet is Doctor J.O. Calvin, a man McCoy has reason to hate. As the
disease progresses claiming everyone including the rescue team, McCoy makes a pact uith the
mysterious insect-like Keeris sacrificing more than his life to effect a cure.
GALACTIC PISCOURSE 81, Laurie Huff and Daniel Barthi 1777
"A Final Outy", Laurie Huff, 7 1/2 pgs - Kirk is hurt beyond McCoy's ability to help and is about to be
removed from the Enterprise. In a meld Kirk pleads uith Spock to end his life and Spock agrees.
Racked uith guilt and grief, Spock finds surprising comfort from McCoy.
"The Human Touch", Nancy Kippax, 16 1/2 pgs - As Kirk sits in vigil at the bedside of a seriously
injured McCoy, his thoughts turn back to uhen he uas the patient and first met the doctor.
GALACTIC DISCOURSE 82, Laurie Huff, 1778
"The Solution", J. Thomas Ross, 2 pgs - The behind the scenes discussion as McCoy, Spock and Scotty
decide uhat to do uith the tribbles.
"The Ninth Circle", Juanita Salicrup, 11 pgs - The sickbay scenes ue did not see in Operation
Annihilate: McCoy's despair and guilt over Spock's blindness! Spock's thoughts as he tries to
adjust to the situation! and finally) the discovery that Spock has his sight after ail.
"The Healing Time") Nancy Kippax and Bev Volker, 24 1/2 pgs - Jim Kirk joyfully weIcones his friend
Leonard McCoy as the neu CMO of the Enterprise, but his satisfaction is dimmed uhen it becomes
apparent that McCoy and Spock are not getting along. It takes a near tragedy for Spock and McCoy to
learn to trust one another.
GALACTIC DISCOURSE 83, Laurie Huff, 1780
"A Hero's Return", Joyce Tullock, 5 1/2 pgs - McCoy is returning to the Enterprise after helping to
fight a plague. This story tells of the feelings of his friends, especially Jim Kirk, as they
uelcome him home.
"As Goes Your King", Diana Rusnak, 4 pgs - The lives of Spock and Kirk and the fate of the Enterprise
depend an the outcome af a game of chess betueen McCoy and the evil Ryjamyr.
"The Hidden Truth") Beverly Volker and Nancy Kippax, 50 pgs - Spock's attempt to conceal a physical
condition and a tragedy in the life of McCoy combine to tear apart the friendship of Kirk) Spock and
McCoy.
GALACTIC DISCOURSE 84, Laurie Huff, 1783
"Crossing Visions", Joyce Tullock, 8 pgs - After V'Ger, Spock and McCoy try to re-establish their
friendship.
"Theragen Again", Bobbie Haukins, 5 pgs - McCoy confesses to Kirk uhat transpired uhile Kirk uas trapped
in the Tholain Ueb and then faced a very Vulcan Spock uith his apology.
"A Time To Care", Genna Lacroix, 3 pgs - McCoy and Kirk in engineering immediately following Spock's
death.
"Schovil", Joyce Tullock and Ingrid Cross, 37 pgs - McCoy's efforts to investigate mistreatment of
inmates in a prison camp lead to his secret imprisonment on a planet uhere the climate is often
fatal to humans. The doctor is befriended by a fellow prisoner uhile Kirk and Spock search for him.
GALACTIC DISCOURSE 85, Laurie Huff, 1787
"The Only Choice", Cinde Deren and Diane Miskieuicz, 7 pgs - McCoy, Spock and Kirk auait the return of
the Enterprise on Minara immediately following the exit of the Vians. McCoy is still seriously
injured despite the Vians repair efforts and as Spock cares for the doctor, he is unable to hide his
anger at the Vians and his even greater anger at McCoy.
"The Needs Of The Tuo", Carolyn G. Lynn, 6 1/2 pgs - McCoy is troubled by his feelings of loss and
uncertainty fallowing the FaI Tor Pan. He becomes tare apprehensive when Spock seeks him out.
Spock has no depth to his memories of the doctor and he believes those memories are still contained
in McCoy's mind. Spack wants to know this man who held his Katra and that means another mind meld.
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"Pegasus And The Starman", Joyce Tullock, 30 pgs - It happens to many spacemen. They lose something and
became afraid. Kirk believes that it is happening to McCoy and to help him overcame his fear, he
orders the doctor to participate in a landing party assignment uith Uhura and Scotty. This routine
assignment becomes perilous uhen they are stranded on a research outpost being torn apart by savage
uinds and influenced by a strange alien.
GATEUAY 82, Martha J. Bonds, 1785
"Beyond All Darkness", Mori a Uashburn, 24 1/2 pgs - Spock requests that McCoy and Kirk accompany him to
Vulcan to attend Sarek's funeral. Uhen they beam down into the Sasashar Desert uith it's black
monoliths, McCoy is immediately overcome uith feelings of repulsion and fear. Both Kirk and Spock
realize McCoy's unease and encourage him to return to the ship. He should have taken their advice.
"Forgotten Lore", Laurel Ridener and Lynn Syck, 58 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock fight a lifeform that is
gradually transforming Kirk into her mate using a method attributed to Old Earth vampires.
"Desperate Chances", Laura Zipkin, 7 1/2 pgs - Spock has been killed and Kirk, against McCoy's pleas, is
returning through the Guardian to try to change events and save Spock's life. He is successful,
but a terrible price is paid for his actions by McCoy and others.
ThE IBES1S AFTERMATH, Joan Marie Verba, 54 pgs, (Novel) - An Alternate Universe version of Star Trek III in
uhich Spack is rescued without the Enterprise being destroyed ar Starfleet being defied. This
version gives a better picture of McCoy's anguish and Kirk's efforts to help the Doctor.
GREATER CALIFORNIA K/S, Noel L. Silva, 1785
"A Question Of Trust", Jan Sullivan, 5 pgs - McCoy's initial reaction to Spock's confirmation of his
banding with Kirk is anger. The doctor tries to explain his feelings to Spack as he fights the deep
ache of loneliness.
GRIP 86, Roberta Rogowi 1780
"Reunion"i Tess Thomas, 7 1/2 pgs - The Interplanetary Museum of History has a new exhibit'* a model of
the legendary ship Enterprise. Thanks to Mr. Spock's telepathic abilities many of the old crew are
drawn to the museum and to a reunion that could be their last.
GRIP 810, Roberta Rogow, 1781
"Gone Fishing", Roberta Rogowi 6 1/2 pgs - After the 5 year mission McCoy has joined Natira on her new
world and has joined in helping establish the Fabrini people. Uith Natira and McCoy is their son
Lenar. They are strangers to each other and draw a little closer with a day spent together as McCoy
introduces Lenar to fishing.
GRIP 817i Roberta Rogow, 1784
"Physician, Heal", Lisa Padol, 2 pgs - McCoy has learned of Natira's death and it is Spock who comes to
offer comfort.
GRIP 817, Roberta Rogow, 1784
"McCoy's Luck", Gayle Puhl, 16 pgs - McCoy fighting depression over the death of an old friend, becomes
involved in various intrigues that endanger his lite.
GR1PJ20) Roberta Rogowi 1785
"The Paradise Prisoners"i Gayle Puhl, 23 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise is held by some type of force as it
orbits a newly discovered planet. A landing party beams down and McCoy is seized by the beings of
the planet and submitted to a mind probe that could prove fatal to the Doctor.
GRUP, (Adult), Carrie Brennan, 1776
"Feeling Good", Karen Fleming, 4 pgs - McCoy tells Christine she needs to reach out for some good old-
fashioned human contact, do something because it feels good and then reaches out to her for that
human contact.
GUARDIAN 81, Linda Deneroff and Cynthia Levine, 1778
"And The South Shall Fall Again", Leslye Lilker and Juanita Salicrup, 24 pgs - McCoy receives a message
from his sister saying that their father is dying and he rushes to Earth accompanied by Mr. Spock.
They find a hardy Rev. McCoy and to their surprise, Amanda, Sarek and Spock's son Sahaj. A real
family reunion takes place when Amanda's family joins the gathering. A thoroughly enjoyable mixing
of two cultures.
GUARDIAN 82, Cynthia Levine and Linda Deneroff, 1777
"House Call", Cheryl Frashure and Ann Popplestone, 4 pgs - McCoy is suddenly removed tram a medical
staff meeting to an unknown place where an alien race asks for his help. One of their kind has been
in McCoy's universe and returned with an illness that through symbiosis will kill all of the alien
race.
»i
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GUARDIAN 86, Linda Deneroff, 1764
"Homesick", Marilyn Johansen, 3 pgs - After the 5 year mission Natira has joined McCoy on Earth where he
is doing Fabrini research. Nou Admiral Nogura has informed McCoy that he is needed back on the
Enterprise and Natira knows there is a part of McCoy that wishes to return.
GUARDIAN 87, Linda Deneroff, 1786
"Uhat Cost Friendship?", Jacqueline Bielouicz, 7 pgs - As Kirk pleads for McCoy to join him at the
beginning of the V'Ger mission he thinks back to the end of the five year mission. At that time, a
tragedy for McCoy led to an action by Kirk that almost ended their friendship.
HALF ME, Lucy Cribb and Cheryl Maier, 1782
"Star-Bound", Cheryl Maier, 2 pgs - McCoy, uith an injured ankle keeping him on board, uaits uith
Christine for the return of Kirk and Spock from a landing party. All appears routine but you never
can be sure, so they wait.
"The Assassination", Lucy Cribb, 21 1/2 pgs - Jim Kirk has no sooner recovered from Klingon torture than
he becomes the victim of an assassin uho is poisoning him nightly through the air vents in his
cabin. McCoy and Spock work together to save the Captain's life.
THE HONORABLE SACRIFICE, Bev Zuk, 1781, 72 pgs, (Novel) - Leonard McCoy has been court-martialed and
dishonorably discharged from Starfleet. He is nou on the planet Cyr. This planet is known to be
infected by a deadly disease and to be influenced by the presence of Klingons. The Enterprise is
sent on a secret mission to Cyr, but before it begins Captain Kirk is snatched from his ship and
deposited on the planet. His most dangerous enemy on Cyr could be Leonard McCoy.
I FINALLY GOT...THE LAST UORD, Edward Briggs, 1777
"McCoy's Oaughter", Fran Smith 1? 1/2 pgs - An injured McCoy is held hostage in Sickbay by a crew member
poisoned by Zenite gas. Joanna McCoy, just arrived on the Enterprise, enters the effort to save her
father.
IDIC 81, Leslye Li Iker, 1776
"The Auction", Linda Silverman and Leslye Lilker, 23 pgs - Kirk, McCoy, Sulu and Chekov are captured and
sold into slavery by the Vulcan-like inhabitants of the planet H'Tuos. Spock leads the rescue team
just in time to save McCoy's life.
"The Ambassador's Son", Leslye Lilker and Linda Silverman, 24 1/2 pgs - The first in the Sahaj series.
McCoy is very close to Sahaj in these stories of Spock and his son.
IDIC 83, Leslye LiIken 1776
"Confrontation", Connie Faddis, 7 1/2 pgs - This story is an exploration of the Spock-McCoy relationship
while they are enslaved in the Roman world created by D.T. Steiner in her novel 'Spock Enslaved'.
IDIC 84, Leslye Lilker, 1776
"In Answer Let The Record Show", Trinette Kern, 7 1/2 pgs - A landing party is formed to evacuate
Federation citizens from a planet in rebellion. McCoy is not required nor is he intending to go
with the landing party until a premonition of disaster compels him to accompany his Captain.
IDIC 85, Leslye Li Ikeri 1777
Several Sahaj stories including Reunion) Rebel Style in which Sahaj spends time uith McCoy and his
family in Georgia. 144 pgs \
IDIC 86, Leslye Lilker, 1778
"Coda", Signe Landon, 2 pgs - An alternate ending to the episode All Our Yesterdays in which there is no
return to the Enterprise for Spack and McCoy.
"Bread Upon The Uaters", Carolyn Venino, 4 pgs - An alternate ending to the episode Bread and Circuses
in uhich both Spock and McCoy are uounded by the machine gun bullets of Claudius Marcus' guards. Ue
see Kirk's vigil at the bedside of his tuo friends.
"No Bones About It", Linda Grech, 1 pg - Confrontation betueen McCoy and Spock that uas not seen in the
episode The Thaiian Ueb.
"Uanna Bet On It?", Alice Thompson, 4 pgs - Admiral Mendez may have made a mistake uhen he sent Kirk,
Spock and McCoy back to the planet Iatia to collect the Federation's share of the 'loot' from Beta
Oxmyx.
"McCoy's Naked Tine", Linda Grech, 2 pgs - Ue see hou McCoy is affected by the disease that invaded the
Enterprise in the episode The Naked Time.
IDYLLS 82, Linda Mclnnisi 1787
"A Gentleman Never Teils"i Linda P. Baker, 15 pgs - A return to the ShareLeave Planet uhere McCoy can
enjoy whatever his imagination dictates.
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ILLOGICAL THESE HUMANS, Freda Rayborn, 1780
"Transition", Beth Ouston, 5 1/2 pgs - McCoy uaits uhile Spock risks his life fighting the space Amoeba.
He realizes his regard for the Vulcan and when Spack returns, he seeks him out to apologize and ask
for Spock's friendship.
I'M A DOCTOR, NOT A...81, Karolyn Popovich and KathE Donnelly, 1774
"Blue Rain", M.L. Barnes, 13 pgs - Stranded on a desert planet, McCoy becomes a friend to it's only
life-form, a jellyfish-like pseudopod he names Duhr. Uith rescue comes the chance to save the
planet and the hibernating members of Duhr's species.
"Bride Of The Universe", Cecile Ouellet, 37 pgs - Kirk is very puzzled by the doctor's reaction to a
visiting scientist until he learns her part in McCoy's past.
I'M A DOCTOR, NOT A...82, Karolyn Popovich, 1778
"Uorld's May Change And Galaxies", M.L. Barnes, 17 pgs - McCoy becomes involved in political intrigue
uhen he befriends a young uoman uho reminds him of his daughter.
"Physician, Heal Thyself", Marian Kelly, 4 pgs - McCoy's feelings of loneliness are relieved first by an
unusual medical problem and then by an attractive ensign.
"Heat Uave", M.L. Barnes, 20 pgs - An airborne virus has been brought aboard the Enterprise and McCoy's
attempt to find a cure is not helped by the fact that Tonia Barrous has been assigned to assist him.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 810, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1781
"My Friend, The Uitch Doctor", Cheryl Petterson and Susan Sizemore, 12 pgs - One of the series in the
Valjiir Universe. Ruth Valley is a Keheil uith empathic healing ability. She has been authorized
to use this ability as needed and that order brings her into conflict with Dr. McCoy. The hostility
continues to escalate until a plague invades the Enterprise and they must work together.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 815, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1782
"The Priest", Cheryl Petterson, 1 1/2 pgs - A quick drink at a shuttle part bar brings McCoy and the
barmaid together for his 4 day leave. As ue share their time together, ue see a touching glimpse of
McCoy's memoriesi insecurities and loneliness.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 817, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1783
"Far Orearns) Near Oisasters", Rosemarie Eierman and Karen C. Hunter, 30 pgs - The V'Ger mission is over.
McCoy and Kirk are having a difficult time regaining their old relationship. McCoy feels Kirk no
longer uants or needs him and plans to return to his research as soon as passible. Then he learns
Kirk has been summoned back to Starfleet to face a possible court martial for leaving on the
unauthorized shake down cruise.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 821, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1784
"Uildcard", Janice Johnson, 28 pgs - The first story in a series. The Enterprise has another diplomatic
mission, transporting delegates to a debate about admitting the mysterious planet Lenore to the
Federation. The Federation representative, Admiral Ignaceous, brings aboard 3 staff members uho are
actually a Special Forces team sent to protect the delegates from terrorists uho do not want Lenore
to join the Federation. McCoy becomes a victim of the terrorists' plot and is seriously injured.
He is rescued by the team and healed by the powers of Rikki Daniels, team member and Lenore witch.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 822, Intragalactic Underground Press) 1785
"The Apple Revisited") William L. Cory) 5 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise has been ordered to return to Gamma
Trianguli to check on the progress of its inhabitants. They find no sign of the People of Vaal
until McCoy and Spack detect two life forms which are apparently the sole survivors of the planet.
IN A OIFFERENT REALITY 823> Intragalactic Underground Press) 17B5
"Uhite Magic", Janice Johnson, 32 pgs - Second in a series. The Enterprise has been diverted to Lenore,
the mysterious planet that has become the newest member of the Federation. McCoy is reunited with
Rikki, the Lenoran witch, and introduced to her family. Rikki and her people know that McCoy is
Rikki's soulmate, the one person who can become her mate. It comes as a surprise to the doctor, but
as he denies the possibility he realizes how much he does lave Rikki.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 824, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1786
"Twist Of Fate", Janice Johnson, 13 pgs - Leonard McCoy and his soulmate, Rikki McKramer, have returned
to the Enterprise after their bonding. They bring with them a Lenoran dragon, Kevin Riley, and
Kevin's wife, Torrie. These farmer members of the Special Forces will join the crew. Jim Kirk is
not the only one who is apprehensive abaout these former agents, their influence on McCoy, and their
ability to fit into Starfleet.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 825, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1786
"McCoy's Ni Var", Sherry Crouson, 1 pg - Tuo who are one: McCoy and Spock as they approach the Fat Tor
Pan.
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"Diagnosis-' Terminal", Ui IMam Cory, 12 1/2 pgs - An alternate universe version of the confrontation
with Commodore Matt Decker and McCoy's solution to the Decker obsession.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 826, Intragalactic Underground Press, 1787
"Old Games", Janice Johnson, 51 pgs - The 4th story in a series. McCoy's soulmate, Rikki, and Torrie
Riley are kidnapped. Their rescue endangers many of the Enterprise creu and almost results in
McCoy's death. It leads to the reluctant decision that McCoy, Rikki and the Rileys can no longer
serve on the Enterprise.
IN A DIFFERENT REALITY 827, Marguerite Krause, 1787
"Shattered Dreams", Janice Johnson, 12 pgs - Continuing the Lenoran series started in IA0R 821. McCoy,
Rikki, Torrie, and Kevin Riley have departed the Enterprise, realizing that they can no longer serve
in Starfleet. All seems well for them as they travel away from the ship until Rikki suddenly
withdraws into a mental state where no one can reach her. McCoy will try to reach into her mind to
bring her back.
"Bitter Tears", Janice Johnson, 8 pgs - Uhile McCoy is trying to save Rikki) her kin and friends uait
for uord of her uell being. Ue learn something more about those uho uorked uith Rikki's team an the
Special Forces Circuit and about their feelings about Rikki's marriage to Leonard McCoy.
"Ghosts Of Memory") Janice Johnson) 4 pgs - On the Enterprise the creu reacts to the sudden departure
of McCoy and Rikki and auait uord of their uelfare.
"Jigsau") Janice Johnson) 48 pgs - McCoy has been able to bring Rikki out of her withdrawal. They are
trying to pick up the pieces of their life uhen they learn that someone is trying to destroy the
Enterprise and/or Jim Kirk. McCoy) Rikki, Torrie and Kevin return to the ship to uarn their friends
of the danger.
IN A PLAIN BROUN URAPPER 82, Helen Padgett and Madeline Rogers, 1781
"A Matter Of Respect") Collette Max, 6 pgs - Leila Kalomi has died uhile trying to carry Spock's child.
Spock is greatly distressed, but does not wish anyone to knou of his grief. Uhen McCoy becomes
concerned about Spock, he investigates and learns Spock's secret and uses his own unique methods to
help his friend.
INDIAN SUMMER AND OTHER SEASONS, Ellen M. Kozar and Jelica Ranelle, 1782
"The Small Rain", Jelica Ranelle, 12 1/2 pgs - Uhen McCoy marries Nilza Froemming, Kirk is afraid of
losing the friendship of his old friend. These thoughts are set aside uhen a medical crisis
involves all an the Enterprise and almost costs the life of McCoy.
INTERPHASE 81, Connie Faddis, 1775
"Bones' Vision", Eileen Roy, 18 pgs - A story in the Kraith Series. The influence of a black star is
having dangerous ESP effects on the entire creu. Influenced is McCoy and uith him) Kirk, Spock and
Tanya, Spock's uife.
INTERPHASE 82, Connie Faddis, 1775
"Trial By Ordeal", Connie Faddis, 27 1/2 pgs - McCoy is the only member of a landing party to be
returned to the Enterprise after 4 months of captivity by a barbarian race. Spack is one of the
missing landing party. Traumatized, abused and drugged, McCoy is apparently the one uho is
responsible for Spock's death.
INTERPHASE 83, Connie Faddis, 1776
"Thought Of A Man") Paula Smith) 7 pgs - McCoy endangers his oun life trying to keep Scotty alive after
their shuttle has crashed and Scotty has been exposed to a lethal dose of radiation.
"The Tinman") Paula Block) 33 pgs - McCoy returns from Minara uith all physical uounds repaired but uith
a heightened empathy that could mean not only the end of his medical career, but a life of isolation
if no solution is found.
"Thy Glory Like A Shooting Star") Ingrid Cross, 2 pgs - McCoy's dying thoughts.
INTERPHASE 84> Connie Faddis) 1777
"An Article Of Faith") April Pentlandi 20 pgs - Mevran Al-Azar has committed the sacrilege of stealing
from the El Iysians their Temple of Tendra-Galing. Uhen the Enterprise captures the lady pirate
along uith the temple) McCoy finds himself strangely draun to her. Uhen Kirk is injured it is
Mevran uha uses the power of the temple to help McCoy save his life.
"The Third Uheel") Connie Faddis, 6 pgs - McCoy suffers the grief and loneliness of being the outsider
trying to find a place in the Kirk-Spock relationship. (Revised and reprinted from Contact 82)
IN TRIPLICATE (K/S/M), Natasha Solten, 1785, 85 pgs, (Novel) - After McCoy returns Spock's katra, he and
Spock feel uncomfortably alone. In seeking to fill the void, a physical relationship develops
betueen them! a tender, caring relationship that is still incomplete until Kirk is included.
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IT TAKES TIME ON IMPULSE 82, Harriett Stallings, 1783
"The Undeparted") Leslie Fish, 4 pgs - A unique concept of the bond that continues to exist among Kirk,
Spock and McCoy even after Spock's death.
"In Silent Remembrance", Laurel Ridener, 7 pgs - A delightful look at McCoy and co-conspirator, Lisa
Tallon of the computer department) as they plan a surprise for the first officer of the Enterprise.
"McCoy) Patron Saint", Non Est Inventus, 16 pgs - McCoy helps some of the more unusual members of the
Enterprise creu survive a shore leave escapade.
IT TAKES TIME ON IMPULSE 83, Harriett Stallings, 1785
"The Trackers", Karen Bates, 8 pgs - A story of courage, fear and savage death on a landing party
assignment that goes very, very wrong.
"Circle Of Memories", Linda Chanack, 6 pgs - Post ST=TU0K. Kirk, the bridge crew and McCoy gather to
deal with their grief for Spock.
"McCoy, I'm Glad You Came This Day", Linda Chanack, 2 pgs - Seeking quiet and solitude in a uoodI and,
McCoy is visited by an unseen entity that knous our doctor very well.
"Unmentionables", CinDe Deren and Diane Miskieuicz, 7 1/2 pgs - A uarm, humorous story of the adventures
of McCoy and Spock uhen they become prisoners of the little inhabitants of an unexplored planet.
KAilDTH 81, Pat Seiler
"Buttertania", Cathi Broun, 7 pgs - McCoy makes the acquaintance of the unique inhabitants of the
planet Buttertania.
"The Promise", Pat Seiler, 18 pgs - McCoy has been stricken by a serious illness and is being piloted by
Spock in a shuttle to meet the transport carrying the anti-toxin needed to save his life. The
shuttle crashes leaving them stranded as time runs out for McCoy.
KATRA 81, Lana Broun, 1785
"One Oecent Emotion", Erin Pennington, 1 1/2 pgs - Past ST III. A conversation betueen McCoy and Spack
as they adjust to life fallowing the Fa! Tor Pan ceremony on Vulcan.
KATRA 85, Lana Broun, 1766
"Long Oay On Lanania", Hazel Dodd, 1? pgs - McCoy is on medical leave and stranded on the miserable
planet of Lanania waiting for transportation to Earth. Uhat he believes uill be a tedious tuo day
uait becomes intriguing and dangerous as he becomes involved uith espionage, murder and the
delivering of a Kiingon baby.
TrE KINSHIP, Bonnie Guyan, 1778, 118 pgsi (Novel) - The complete novel of The Kinship as it originally
appeared in the Plak Tou and Fantasy series of fanzines. Savor all seven chapters as Spock finds a
sisteri and McCoy a love. Span a multitude of yearsi encounter life, death and the 'beyond' as
never imagined before as aspects of Spock's and McCoy's life come into full view as never before
knoun in fandom. This is a landmark revelation in the uorld of Star Trek.
K08YASH1 MARU, STFUPress, 1783
"Solace", Oebbie Gilbert, 7 pgs - Post 5T'*TU0K. Ue experience the time immediately following Spock's
death until funeral. Ue follow McCoy through his attempts to help Kirk, at first refused, the
autopsy, the memories of time and adventures he shared uith Spock to a final gentle time uhen he
helps Kirk to accept the death and begin the grieving process.
"Trilogy Of Our Yesterdays", Betsy Barn 3 pgs - All Our Yesterdays seen through the eyes of Spock,
Zarabeth and McCoy.
"The First Half Of The Battle", Beth Carlson, 14 1/2 pgs - Spock has been seriously injured and ue watch
as McCoy, Christine and Kirk fight to save their friend.
KOON-UT-KAL-IF-FEE 84, Fran Ball, 1781
"An Apple A Oay", Author Unidentified, 16 pgs - Spock disagrees with McCoy's contention that command
personnel are subject to forms of hypochondria just the same as the lower ranks. A bet is made that
McCoy can make any officer believe they are suffering a disease of his invention. The subject of
this challenge will be the.next officer to walk through the door of the rec roam. It just happens
to be Captain James Kirk.
KSX (K/S), Gayle Feyrer, 1787
"Cave Of The Heart", Gayle Feyrer, 16 pgs - McCoy and Spock are stranded by a shuttleeraft crash and
Spock is about to go into Pon Farr. Despite his fear, McCoy saves Spock and finds the bonding
everything he ever wished for, until Jim Kirk appears to rescue his friends. McCoy realizes Spock
is still in lave with Jim Kirk.
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LIFESTAR 82, Diana Jenkins and Shirley Herndon, 1766
"Exodus", Shirley Herndon and Diana Jenkins, 70 pgs - A sequel to The Search Far Spock. Carol Markus
has been abducted by Klingons and Kirk has taken his crew, with the exception of McCoy, to attempt
her rescue. McCoy has remained on Vulcan to help uith Spock's recovery! a process that brings them
very close.
LIFESTAR 83, Shirley Herndon, 1787
"The Last Fareuell", Betsy Fisher, 3 pgs - The last medical log of Leonard McCoy. Injured and uaiting
for death, McCoy records the events that led to the destruction of the Enterprise and the deaths of
Kirk and Spock.
MAIDEN VOYAGES, Ankar Press, 1780
"A Tale Of Tuo Men", Kate Birkel, 1 pg - A bitter exchange betueen Kirk and a guilt ridden McCoy
following Spock's death.
MAINE(LY) TREK 81 Lizette R. Leveille, Martha Hilton, Mary Ann Orach, Jan Lee and Ruth Hazelton
"Royal Flush", 4 1/2 pgs - The results of a poker game threaten the delicate friendship of Or. McCoy and
Mr. Spock.
MAINE(LY) TREK 82, Mary Ann Orach and Kathleen S. Lynch, 1780
"The Medical Mind", 40 pgs - McCoy and Spock work together, each in his oun uay, to help the citizens of
the Benecia Colony deal uith a devastating earthquake.
MAINE(LY) TREK 83, Mary Ann Orach and Kathleen Lynch, 1781
"Homeward Bound", Nancy Kippax, 7 pgs - Homeward bound after two weeks of duty an Oeneb Six, McCoy's
craft is attacked by an Orion pirate. It crashes, killing the young pilot and leaving McCoy to deal
with the pirate. Is he killer or healer?
"Support Services", Johanna Cantor, 1? pgs - McCoy and Spock show that they can work together uhen they
care far the Vulcan children uho uere off ship uhen the Intrepid was destroyed.
MAINE(LY) TREK 84, Mary Ann Orach, 1785
"Friend Or Foe", Diane Miskiewicz and CinDe Oeren, 12 pgs - Spock and McCoy are right in the middle of
one of their 'discussions' when they are interrupted by an admiral on an inspection and a very
unhappy Jim Kirk. The Captain decrees "No More Fights. Not One Uord?" Uill Spock and McCoy manage
to follow orders? Uill Kirk and the Enterprise be able to survive the peace?
"By A Cat's Uhiskers", Shona Jackson, 8 pgs - McCoy and Spock are given the joint responsibility for the
welfare of a Snow-Cat, the property of a Klingon ambassador on his uay to a cultural exchange
mission to the Federation.
MASIFORH D 813, Devra Michele Langsan, 1783
"Remember"i Anne Batterbyi 1 1/2 pgs - A quiet conversation between McCoy and Scotty shortly after the
death of Spack.
MASIFORH D IUpi Oevra Michele Langsam, 1784
"Footprints In The Sand", No Author, 24 pgs - McCoy and Kirk risk their lives in a journey through a
mysterious desert, the land of the undead, in search of information about ancient space stations.
McCOY II) DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society
"D 70", Jenny Elson) 10 pgs - Captain Kirk is upset by McCoy's strange behavior on the shore leave base
of 0 70. Then he learns the troubled doctor's ex-wife and daughter are both on the base.
"Encounter") Paula Greener) 5 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise sends a landing party to a planet seeking help
for their damaged ship and McCoy is strangely drawn to the alien woman who is trying to help them
"Night Of Tears") Janet Batch, 3 pgs - McCoy and his wife do love each other) but they realize this love
is not going to be enough to save their marriage.
McCOY 82) DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society) 1782
"The Message") Joyce Tullock) 3 1/2 pgs - Or. McCoy has beamed down from the Enterprise to meet his
daughter for a long awaited reunion. No sooner than he has left) a message arrives to tell the
doctor Joanna's leave has been postponed. It is Spock who accepts the burden of delivering the
unhappy message to McCoy.
"Just My Luck") Dorothy Manning) 3 pgs - A look at duty aboard the Enterprise through the eyes of a
newly assigned nurse.
"The Challenge") Marquita Crisp, 6 pgs - Mr. Spock states his belief that humans enjoy luxury and the
comforts of the ship to the point uhere they could not survive a ueek without them. This sounds
like a challenge to Scotty and he drags a reluctant McCoy along on a camping trip to prove Spock
wrong.
"Persecution") Lynn Campion) 3 1/2 pgs - McCoy's life is thoroughly- miserable uhen his ex-uife becomes a
passenger an the Enterprise.
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"Lifeline", Pauline Sweetinghan> 3 1/2 pgs - Is Leonard McCoy guilty of gross misconduct and
malpractice? Oid he willfully cause the deaths of 4 of his shipmates?
"A Happy Ending", Lynda Chambers! 5 pgs - McCoy recalls the heartbreak of a shipboard romance.
McCOY 83i DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society, 1763
"Horatio's Turn", Joyce Tullock, ? 1/4 pgs - Horatio is surprised and delighted to find his great grand
son deposited on his doorstep in the middle of the night. Leonard McCoy is very dear to old
Horatio. He hopes this drunken, desolate man returning from the 5 year mission will never return to
Starfleet.
"The Glorious First", Pauline Sweetingham, 17 1/2 pgs - In old earth time it is April 1st: April Foal's
Day. Spock becomes the victim of humans celebrating the day. McCoy is the one he seeks out for an
explanation of this illogical behavior.
"Hope And A Future", Lynn Campion, 8 1/2 pgs - A glimpse of McCoy's life following the breakup of his
marriage and his decision to join Starfleet.
McCOY 84, DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society, 1783
"Ring Of Value", Lorraine Beatty, 16 pgs - News has reached the Enterprise that Klingons have attacked
and severely damaged the settlements on Cygnus II. Joanna McCoy is stationed on Cygnus II and it
will be weeks before news of her fate becomes available. Kirk, Spack and many of the crew da uhat
they can to comfort and sustain McCoy as he awaits word about her welfare.
"One Man's Loss", Elaine Uood) 12 pgs - Or. Rebecca Langsdale is an old friend of Leonard McCoy and he
is delighted to find her assigned to the Enterprise. This delight becomes a nightmare when Rebecca
is severely injured saving Scotty's life.
"After The Grief Is Over", Sabine Hoi Iunder> 7 1/2 pgs - Or. Simon Frazier died while serving on a
medical outpost and the Enterprise has been sent to transport his wife to a starbase. McCoy is
shocked to learn that Sarah Frazier holds him responsible for her husband's death.
McCOY 85, DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society, 1784
"Awakening", Joyce Tullock, 3 1/2 pgs - It is obvious to McCoy's woman that he is very troubled by
Spock's death. She is not able to help him and sends for the one man she believes will be able to
help, James Kirk.
"Like A Flaming Sword", Sue Keenan, 8 pgs - Another routine mission gone wrong. The shuttle carrying
McCoy and Spock has crashed in the desert of Tartan II and they have a long trek back to
civilization. Uith Spock's guidance it should be no problem, but Spock becomes the victim of a
poisonous snake and now it is McCoy uha must get the Vulcan to safety.
"The Healing"i Jackie Eduards and Melinda Murdoch 10 1/2 pgs - Spock, Uhura and Scotty work together to
encourage a romance betueen Christine Chapel and Leonard McCoy.
McCOY 86, DeForest Kelley International Appreciation Society, 1764
"A Oebt Repaid", Karen Sparks, 17 1/2 pgs - Planet Arkura is being decimated by a disease tar which they
can find no cure. The Enterprise is called to help. Adding to Dr. McCoy's burden is the fact that
one of the victims is his daughter uho he has not seen since she uas a small child.
"Aftermath", Pam Denman, 10 pgs - Sequel to Lorraine Betty's story 'The Lark' which appeared in 'RX
McCoy'. Ensign Tangeleen LaCoste enticed Leonard McCoy into an affair before being assigned to the
Enterprise. She deceived him concerning her age and position. Now she is on board the Enterprise
and fears McCoy's reaction to her presence.
"The Last Chance"t Karen Sparks, 20 1/2 pgs - Admiral Kirk is working overtime trying to prove to
himself that he is still capable of commanding a starship. He is no longer willing to accept the
help and affection of his first officer or CMO. McCoy fears he may soon have to certify Kirk unfit
for command, but is willing to give him one more chance as they undertake a new assignment.
McCoy 87, OeForests Kelley International Appreciation Society, 1786
"Friends In Need", Karen Sparks, 12 1/4 pgs - Spock is missing for a short time while on an exploration
of the planet Ma Ida. On his return he violently attacks Captain Kirk. McCoy finds the Vulcan has
no memory of his experience on the planet and doesn't understand what led to his violent behavior.
It is up to McCoy and Kirk to discover what happened to their friend and to find a way to restore
his health. .--"
"The Best Laid Plans") Karen Sparks, 20 pgs - McCoy beams aboard a plague ship and finds two children!
who had been placed in the isolation ward) the only survivors. The children are sent to the
Enterprise, but McCoy has been contaminated and must remain alone aboard the ship in a frantic
effort to find the cause of the plague before he becomes its last victim. There seems little chance
he will succeed until Spock appears to help.
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McCOY'S 1LLE61BLE LOG 81, Debra Chapman, 1777
"Moira", Brenda Harper, 15 1/2 pgs - McCoy returns to an old love to find a son he did not knou existed.
"McCoy's Daughter", C.L. Terry, 7 pgs - McCoy and his daughter find it difficult to serve together on
the Enterprise.
McCOY'S ILLEGIBLE LOG 82, Debra Chapman, 1777
"On The Uhole, I'd Rather Be In Philadelphia", Ingrid Cross, 8 pgs - McCoy has a ueek's leave on Earth
uhich includes a reunion uith his ex-wife and his daughter.
"A Special Leave", Teri Howard, 15 pgs - McCoy shares a leave with Kirk, Uhura and T'Ling, a Vulcan
nurse who does not act as most Vulcan's do.
HcCOY'S ILLEGIBLE LOG 83, Oebra Chapman, 1778
"The Unexpected Ceremony", Elaine Norwood - A McCoy, Christine romance.
"Old Love-New Love", Carol Crunk, IB pgs - McCoy finds himself drawn to Dr. Jocelyn Harris, an
archaeologist who strongly resembles Gem.
McCOY'S ILLEGIBLE LOG 84, Lori Beatty and Robyn Provee, 1777
"One Of A Kind", Carol Christenson, 17 pgs - McCoy and Kirk help Sulu after his is arrested for trying
to help a young girl. She is the product of a genetic experiment and apparently being mistreated by
the scientist who created her.
"The Pink Grink", Susan Uyllie, 8 pgs - A Grink is a large, fat, furry pink animal uith 6 eyes, stubby
legs, and a long prehensile tail. It has been given to Kirk and he has appointed McCoy the one to
find a home for it.
McCOY'S ILLEGIBLE LOG 85, Oebra Chapman, 1781
"Space Legs", Julie McCoy, 7 pgs - Kevin Riley has a problem adjusting to space uhen he first arrives on
the Enterprise and McCoy seeks a means to help him.
"Precious Day...And Magnolias", Lori Beatty, 6 pgs - Tanya Barrous and Leonard McCoy revieu their
feelings tor each other following the adventure on the Shore Leave planet.
"Even Now", Lori Beatty) 4 1/2 pgs - Nancy Crater meets the last of the salt creatures in the form of
Leonard McCoy.
"The Rayne Tree") Lori Beatty> 4 pgs - McCoy meets a treasured friend from years ago. In the course of
their conversation he learns a secret that she has kept for all those years. A secret that could
have drastically changed the doctor's life.
"The Lark") Lori Beatty) 4 pgs - On the night before she will receive her first Starfleet assignment) a
young Ensign puts on something 'clingy and sexy' and sets off for the most renouned and expensive
nightspot on the starbase. During this evening she is attracted to Or. McCoy> but there are
repercussions uhen she is assigned to the Enterprise.
"Love Guidance") Ginnie, 4 pgs - McCoy and Natira's first night together.
"One Life") Lori Beatty) 4 pgs - Tearful fareuell as McCoy is about to return to the Enterprise and
Natira remains to guide her people.
"Of Lyre And Lymphoid Tissue") Julie McCoy, 7 pgs - McCoy has returned from the paradise planet uith a
neu set of tonsils thanks to the spores. They promptly become infected and need to be removed.
Following surgery, McCoy is astonished by a visit from Spock who brings his lyrette to play for the
doctor.
"Excerpts From A Correspondence", Julie McCoy, 7 pgs - Correspondence over several years between Leonard
McCoy of Earth and his penpal, T'Parn of Vulcan.
IERI0IAN 82, Caitlin Rothermel, 1?66
"Keagh", Egan Varian, 17 1/2 pgs - The crew of the Enterprise is exploring the remnants of an ancient
civilization on a beautiful planet that reminds McCoy of Earth. All is tranquil until McCoy is
lured away by an entity that has no intention of ever returning the doctor to his friends.
"A Small Oeception", Ann Uooldridge, 4 1/2 pgs - The crew of the Enterprise is long overdue for R&R.
They need a diversion and McCoy is just the one to come up with a plan.
METAMORPHOSIS 12, 0. Steiner, 1776
"Letting Go", Connie Faddis, 6 1/2 pgs - A look into the future several years beyond the five year
mission. A diplomatic assignment has ended in the death of all except Kirk and McCoy. Ue read of
Kirk's thoughts as he holds a gravely injured McCoy and waits for a rescue that may not be in time
to save their lives.
H1N0 MELD 81,,Sandy Zier and Michelle Holmes, 1784
"Hold Back The Oark", Sandy Zier, 3 pgs - Past ST:TO. Kirk is troubled by a dream in which McCoy is
dying. Is it a part of the grieving process for Spock or a premonition of things to be?
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"The Trust", Ingrid Crass, 17 pgs - McCoy's sorrow and anger at Spock's death are complicated by 'a
deranged subconscious that appears to be going Vulcan'.
"The Bequest", Suzanne Fine, 47 pgs - McCoy returns to Yonada to find Natira dead and an eight year old
daughter that he did not know existed. He is drawn into intrigue which endangers Yonada and his
daughter's life as well as his own.
MIND HELP 82, Sandy Zier and Michelle Holmes, 1785
"The Finest Gift", Suzanne Fine) 34 pgs - Touching story of McCoy's first encounter with the uarrior.
race of Cape Mans. McCoy accompanies Joha'an> a young Cape Han) on his Rite of Passage uith tragic
results.
"Empty Spaces") Shirley D. Sipe, 4 pgs - A few minutes together for Kirk and McCoy as the Enterprise
returns to the Genesis planet.
"Dear Jim And Spock") Laurel Ridener and Lynn Syck) 1 pg - Last instructions from Leonard McCoy.
"Thy Brother's Keeper") Ginger Dawson) 8 pgs - Injured in a shuttle crash and marooned on an isolated
planetoid, McCoy discovers he is not really alone when a small Vulcan child appears.
"The Silent Orummer", Laura Ridener and Lynn Syck, 1 pg - McCoy muses about his place in the Kirk-Spock
relationship.
MIND MELD 83, Sandy Zier, 1786
"Until The Fear Subsides", Diane Miskiewicz and CinDe Deren, 35 pgs - McCoy and Spock have been rescued
after six months as prisoners of the Klingons. A battered McCoy is convinced that his mind has been
permanently damaged by the mind sifter and that Spock broke under torture. To compound his
problems, his rescuers are Vulcans whose consideration and precise medical care fail to meet his
emotional needs. As much as he dislikes the idea of a meld with Spock, he finally sees it as their
only hope of coming through the ordeal intact.
"Baptism By Fire", Mary Mills, 7 pgs - McCoy and Spock are stranded on a planet where exposure to the
sun will cause insanity in Spock and) eventually! McCoy. Unable to touch Spock) McCoy can do little
to help. After the rescue McCoy realizes the experience has strengthened their friendship.
"Stardance"i Ginger Dawson) 8 pgs - Spock has arranged a very unusual birthday gift for Or. McCoy.
HIND HELD 84, Sandy Zier, 1787
"The House Of Sarek", Yvonne Fern, 27 pgs - McCoy is staying with his friends at the home of Sarek
following the FaI Tor Pan. They are trying to came to terms with all that has happened as they
prepare to return to Earth. Before they leave, Sarek makes a very special request of McCoy.
"Medical Lags", Sandy Zier, 4 pgs - McCoy's logs as he and his shipmates return to Earth after the Fal
Tor Pan.
"Shared Light", Ellen Morris, 3 1/2 pgs - Ue share McCoy's thoughts and feelings as he experiences the
Fal Tor Pan.
MORE MISSIONS, MORE MYTHS 81, Uendy Rathbone, 1785
"The Dangeling Conversation", Alexis Fegan Black, 1 1/2 pg - Post ST:TO. A conversation betueen McCoy
and the Spock that he carries around in his mind. It sounds like many of their friendly - enemy
conversations.
MORE MISSIONS, MORE MYTHS 82, Uendy Rathbone, 1785
"The Ones Left Behind", Jane Uray, 15 pgs - McCoy, Christine, Spock and a young Vulcan ensign Savik help
each other adjust to life on the Enterprise following the death of Captain Kirk.
"Shining Through The Haunt", Robin Hood, 2 pgs - Kirk and McCoy share their grief after Spock's death.
"Three For Leave"i Carol A. Pierce, 14 pgs - McCoyi Spock and Kirk share the good times of a shore leave
on a cold and snouy planet.
MORE MISSIONS, MORE HYTHS84, Uendy Rathbone, 1786
"A Force Of Tuo", Jane Uray and Tuyla Peacock, 16 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise is hunting for a lost vessel
and her creu uhen Kirk is uarned by unknoun beings to turn back or be destroyed. After explaining
their mission, Kirk is given permission to continue, but the beings uill demonstrate their power by
depriving him of that uhich is closest to him - Spock and McCoy. The story tells of the adventures
Spock and McCoy go through after their removal from the Enterprise.
MORE MISSIONS, MORE MYTHS 86, Uendy Rathbone, 1787
"Definitely Not Serendipity", C.A. Piercei 1? 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Scotty are on their uay to a tuo ueek
leave on Earth when their aircar is involved in a collision with another aircar containing three
young Vulcans. They land in an isolated area and the Vulcans are injured, but McCoy is able to help
and all seems well until the Doctor suffers a heart attack.
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"Sound Of Silence", Gail Schnirch, 2? 1/2 pgs - Post ST III. Or. McCoy disappears while exploring a neu
found planet. Although no body is found, the doctor's communicator is discovered at the edge of a
steep ravine and there seems no hope that he is alive. The Enterprise leaves for Starbase IX and
shoreleave but returns to the planet uhen Spock insists that they must, if only to retrieve the
body.
NAKED TIMES 87, Pon Farr Press, 1785
"A Tribute To Friendship", Joann Marek, 10 pgs - Since the completion of the Fal Tor Pan it is McCoy uho
has seemed to crumble. He is withdrawn uithin himself, confiding in no one. Spock is auare of the
doctor's pain and takes the opportunity to follow him to the ceremonial place of the Fal Tor Pan to
offer aid. Their long conversation revieus much of their past relationship before Spock insists the
doctor face his oun pain.
NAKED TIrES 8?, Pon Farr Press, 1766
"A Night Of Sharing", Donna Rose Vanderlaan, 8 1/4 pgs - It is the Christmas holiday season and a time
of painful memories and loneliness far Leonard McCoy. Locked in his cabin one evening, his
depression reaches the point of suicide uhen Spock is suddenly in the room uith him. The
conversation they share that evening returns the Doctor's uill to live.
NEXUS 81, Toni Cardinal-Price and Mariann Hornlein, 1778
"Nancy Uith The Laughing Face", Roberta Rogou, 7 1/2 pgs - After the death of the Salt Vampire, McCoy
recalls the part that Nancy Crater played in his life.
NEXUS 83, Toni Cardinal-Price and Mariann Hornlein, 177?
"The Glass Rose", Liz Ellen Snyder, 4 pgs - As McCoy prepares to join the Enterprise, he is still
fighting the guilt he feels for the death of his uife. A friend tries to help the doctor put the
death in proper perspective and ready himself to begin a neu life in Starfleet.
NEXUS 84, Toni Cardinal-Price and Mariann Hornlein, 177?
"The Rape Of A Rock", Bonnie Guyan, 30 1/2 pgs - Spock's mind has been wiped clean by the mind-sifter
and he is to be placed in a Sanitarium until transfer to Vulcan. Ue learn of the events that led up
to the tragedy and ue are uith McCoy as he bids a gentle fareuell to his friend. Months later Kirk
and McCoy return to Vulcan uhere they accompany a partially recovered Spock on a trip to the
mountains. Their adventure endangers McCoy's life, but in the process restores Spock's memory and
leads to his return to the Enterprise.
NEXUS 86, Toni Cardinal-Price and Mariann Hornlein, 1761
"The End Of The Journey! A Place Of Rest", Hazel Ann Uillians 3 1/2 pgs - McCoy is permitted a feu
moments return from the dead to bid his tuo friends a loving farewell.
"Reductio ad Absurdum", T.R. McCoy and V. Bond, 6 pgs - Both Spock and McCoy are in need of R&R so their
kindly Captain orders them to take 2 weeks leave on an ideal, but primitive planet - together. Uhat
appears in the transporter room at the end of two ueeks does not resemble the tanned, rested friends
Kirk is expecting to see.
THE NINTH QUADRANT 83, Helen Padget, Judith Uard and Lynda Kaye Boots, 177?
"Not The First Nor The Last", Freda Rayborn, 5 pgs - Spock has been shaken by a disastrous landing party
assignment in uhich 5 crewmen were killed. The wall of misunderstanding between McCoy and Spock may
prevent the doctor from helping the First Officer resolve his guilt.
THE NINTH QUADRANT AI5, Helen Padgett and Debi Cole, 1763
"I Am A Rock", Roberta Uarnen 12 1/2 pgs - Kirk, Spock and McCoy beam down to a planet and into a
Klingon trap. Kirk is apparently killed, leaving Spock and McCoy alone to battle the Klingons.
TKE NINTH QUADRANT 86, Helen Padgett and Debi Cole, 1765
"Challenge Accepted"! ShirI ely Sipe, 5 pgs - Spock's life on the Enterprise was predictable and secure.
Then came the arrival of Dr. Leonard McCoy. To Spock's dismay, this new doctor is always underfoot
and seems oblivious to intimidation.
"Duties Choice"! Sharon Robison, 32 1/2 pgs - The colony on the planet Beta Ti Alpha has been stricken
with an unexplained disease and the Enterprise is preceding to the planet at maximum warp with
medical personnel and perishable drugs. McCoy is outraged when the ship is ordered to alter course
to investigate a possible distress signal from a small ship, only to discover the sole survivor an
the ship is his daughter, Joanna. The two McCoys are delighted to be together again, but problems
develop uhen Jim Kirk becomes interested in Joanna.
TrE NINTH QUADRANT 87, Helen Padgett^nd Debi Cole, 1786
"Me Leonard, You Lizzy", Patsy Curnow) 25 pgs - Leonard McCoy and Montgomery Scott vie for the attention
of Dr. Elizabeth O'Shinacy, the neu veterinarian assigned to the Enterprise. An unexpected turn of
events give McCoy the advantage in winning the doctor's affection.
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NOME 81, Victoria Clark, M.V.M. Varela and Barbara L. Storey, 177?
"The Time's Uake", Toni Cardinal-Price, 13 1/2 pgs - Alternate ending to The Deadly Years. The serum
that reversed the strange aging disease affecting McCoy, Kirk and Scotty does not work on Spock.
The Vulcan has 28 hours to live if McCoy cannot find the cure.
NOME 82, Victoria Clark, Barbara L. Storey and M.V.M. Varela, 1760
"1 Just Came To Say Hello", Liz Persic, 5 pgs - A touching visit by McCoy to Spock's grave.
"The Days Of Me And You", Martha Bonds, 27 pgs - The first part of a trilogy. A formless alien invader
from another universe, the Moreau Effect, threatens the Federation. To save his uorld, Kirk offers
himself to the effect. Ue see McCoy's struggle to help his Captain as he fights the effect and his
grief as he believes Kirk dead and must watch as Spock follows Kirk into the effect.
NOME 84, Victoria Clark, Barbara L. Storey and M.V.M. Varela, 1781
"The Parting", Ginna LaCroix, 27 pgs - It is the end of the 5 year mission. Spock has suddenly departed
for Vulcan and Jim Kirk is being cleverly manipulated into accepting the admiralty assignment. Ue
see McCoy as he does everything he can to prevent Nogura from grounding Kirk, but Nogura and Lori
Ciani are too much for him. The story ends with McCoy's subdued and bitter parting from Admiral
Kirk.
"Both Sides Now", Martha J. Bonds, 23 pgs - Second part of a trilogy. Seven years have passed since
Kirk and Spock disappeared into the Moreau Effect. McCoy believes them dead, but he is troubled by
dreams in which Kirk and Spock are calling to him. Uhen Terra-forming is discovered on a faraway
planet, McCoy and Scotty investigate and find their tuo friends and Moreau uha has assumed human
form. As they return to civilization, McCoy feels the alien in the strange relationship shared by
Kirk, Spock and Moreau.
"Spanish Moss", Pamela Rose, 50 1/2 pgs - McCoy has returned to Georgia after the 5 year mission. Tired
and disheartened by Spock's flight to Vulcan and Kirk's acceptance of the ground assignment, he
finally decides to return to research. A short, bitter reunion uith Kirk and a devastating
encounter uith his ex-uife leave him seeking solace in the battle, but an unexpected kindness by
Kirk returns the doctor to a productive life.
NOME 85, Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L. Storey, 1782
"Earthbound", Eluyn Conuay, 14 pgs - It is the end of the five year mission and Spock has left for
Vulcan. McCoy uses all his persuasive talents to prevent Kirk from accepting the assignment at the
Admiralty, but to no avail. As Kirk begins to realize his mistake in accepting the assignment,
McCoy finds there is little he can do to help his friends.
"The Reason Uhy", Pamela Rose and Cindy Oeren, 15 pgs - This story explains uhy McCoy disobeys a direct
order from Spock, uhy he distrusts machines so much, and uhy he lost custody of his daughter,
Joanna.
"The Sun Is No Friend Of The Dead", Ginna LaCroix, 35 1/2 pgs - Post ST:TrP. Jim Kirk has developed a
form of hemophilia. It is not genetic hemophilia so there must be a cause and a cure. It is up to
McCoy and Spock to find the ansuers before it is too late.
NOME 86 (K/S), Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L.B. Storey, 1783
"Uhen There Are No Answers", Ginna LaCroix, 44 1/2 pgs - Past ST:TMP. McCoy uses all his ability as a
physician and his love for Jim Kirk to help the Admiral survive a personal crisis that could destroy
his career and his relationship with Spock.
"The Legend Of The Sand Dollar", Marcel la Belton, 32 pgs - Sequel to 'The Seed' which appeared in Nome
85. Following Jim Kirk's death, Spock has become obsessed with Jennifer Uilliams, the daughter Kirk
never knew he'd had. Spock has brought Jennifer to Earth to meet Leonard McCoy and she and McCoy
became close friends. The doctor councils his two troubled friends uho are so dear to him.
"And Never Parted", Eluyn Conuay, 76 pgs - Continuation of a novella started in Nome 85. Spock and Kirk
are struggling to reestablish their friendship on the shakedown cruise following the V'Ger mission
and McCoy is by their side to offer his friendship, council and love. Little is resolved betueen
these men before the Enterprise is given a new assignment: convey a group of scientific observers
and media personnel on a survey of the planet Styros II.
NOME 87 (K/S)) Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L.5. Storey, 1784
"A Common Bond") Ginna LaCroix) 37 1/2 pgs - McCoy) Kirk) Sulu and an injured Spock are stranded on a
planet where whites are supreme and all non-whites are oppressed and shunned. The doctor and Kirk
struggle to protect their friends and eke out a living until they can be rescued) it they can be
rescued.
"Remembering Uill Have To Oo") Toni Cardinal-Price) 5 pgs - Post ST:TU0K. It is tuo ueeks since Spock's
death. McCoy has come to confront Kirk because he fears the Admiral is uithdrauing from reality to
avoid facing Spock's death.
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"And Never Parted") Eluyn Conuay, 71 1/2 pgs - A continuation of the novel started in Nome 85. The
Enterprise is on an assignment to escort a group of scientists, media representatives and a
documentary team to the planet Styros II. Uhile coping uith the irritating passengers, Kirk is
still trying to came to terms uith his feelings for Spock. McCoy, as aluays, is by his side to help
in any uay he can.
NOME 88 (K/S), Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L.B. Storey, 1765
"Fantasies", Beverly Sutherland, 58 pgs - McCoy is deep into research on the Pon Farr, fearing far
Spock's life uhen it happens again. He feels Kirk and Spock are already paired without realizing or
admitting the fact. The problem is how to get these tuo dear friends to come to the same
conclusion. McCoy learns that an establishment on Urigley's planet is featuring a pornographic halo
film in uhich the tuo lead actors could be doubles for the Captain and Spock. After McCoy
investigates personally, he arranges for Kirk and Spock to attend a performance. This, he hopes,
uill open their eyes.
"And Never Parted, Part 3", Eluyn Conuay, 76 pgs - Continuing the novel that began in Nome 85. The
Enterprise) still transporting its retinue of media personnel and scientists, is leaving Styros II.
It uill proceed to a remote planet uhere legend says there lives an infallible oracle uho is
immortal.
NOTE 87, Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L.B. Storey, 1786
"Intermezzo", Mary Van Oeusen, 27 1/2 pgs - Alternate sequel to ST:TUOK. Kirk stands vigil over McCoy
as they prepare for the Fal Tor Pan ceremony uhich uill inter Spock's katra on Vulcan. The katra
uill remain there until Kirk lives out his life and his spirit joins uith Spock's
"180 Degrees", Mary Suskind Lansing, 106 pgs - A neu method of time travel sends McCoy and Kirk to a
deserted planet. In 20 minutes of ships time they are to experience 2 days an the planet. An
accident damages the mechanism used to send them to the planet and the tuo men cannot be returned
until Spock effects repairs. McCoy and Kirk spend 7 years together in the 15.2 days of ships time
it takes to bring them back. During that time they become lovers. Uhen they return, McCoy is
willing to give up the relationship knowing Kirk and Spock love each other. Kirk is not willing to
turn auay from McCoy, nor is he milling to give up his love for Spock.
"Never And Aluays, Part 1 and Part 2", Eluyn Conuay, 140 1/2 pgs - McCoy is prominently featured in this
continuation of the novel uhich began in Nome 85. The Enterprise is diverting to the planet
Llan'Karrin uhere they hope to contact the fabled Etife.
NOME 81D, Victoria H. Clark and Barbara L.B. Storey, 1787
"Ampersand", Michele Arvizu, 44 1/2 pgs - Spock struggles to understand his relationship uith his human
friends and in particular, Jim Kirk. At the end of a long evening spent attending a Star Fleet
retirement party, McCoy and Spack share a drink and a conversation that helps Spock decide on a
course of action for his life.
"Touching And Touched", Eluyn Conuay, 65 pgs - Book 4 of Eluyn Conuay's epic uhich began in Nome 85.
The crew of the Enterprise is still on the planet Llan'Karrin enjoying the mystique of its people.
This part of the story includes McCoy's efforts to comfort Christine Chapel uhen she finally admits
that Spock loves Kirk and uill never return her affection.
NUAGES 82, Karen Bates, 1764
"A Story Of Survival", Karen Bates, 126 pgs - The Enterprise is propelled across time, leaving most of
the crew dead and Kirk, Spock, Chapel and McCoy stranded and separated on a barbaric planet.
NUAffiS84, Karen Bates, 1785
"The Sequel", Karen Bates, 132 pgs - A continuation of A Story Of Survival in Nuages 82. After a period
of adjustment on the Enterprise, Spock and Christine Chapel are sent on a secret mission while Kirk
and McCoy remain on the Enterprise to battle against sabotage and assassination.
OBSC'ZINE 81 (Adult), Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1777
"Vintage Uine", Jane Firmstone) 5 pgs - A romantic relationship between Or. McCoy and a young lab
technician.
"Bitter Dreams") Catherine Clair, 15 1/2 pgs - A strange life support system has been found floating in
space. Uhen it is brought to sickbay for study) McCoy is immediately consumed by a feeling of
intense revulsion. The doctor inadvertently discovers the way to open the stasis field and releases
the evil lite farmi the Lamia. This female creature possesses the doctor and tortures him with
terrifying dreams of sex'and death. _
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OBSC'ZINE 12 (Adult), Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1777
"Bridle Far A Nightmare", Elizabeth Clair, 28 pgs - Sequel to 'Bitter Dreams' which appeared in
Obsc'zine 81. McCoy has accidentally caused the death of the Lamia. Kirk and Spock, not realizing
haw the Lamia was torturing McCoy, conduct a hearing on the doctor's responsibility for her death.
McCoy is cleared uhen the facts are revealed, but is still haunted by his experience. An old
. friend, psychiatrist Beatrice Kouaiski, is serving on the Enterprise and she uses unique methods to
reach out to McCoy and effect a cure.
"Up For The Honeymoon", Paula Block, 5 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Sadie are married and it is the first night
of the honeymoon. Although they have been lovers for same time, Sadie has a feu surprises tor the
doctor.
OBSC'ZINE 83, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1778
"Betueen Friends", Gayle Feyrer, 18 pgs - On his birthday McCoy spends the evening uith Kirk and Spock.
Uith reservations he agrees to participate in their physical relations. This neu, someuhat
difficult, but ultimately pleasant experience is related in explicit detail.
OBSESSION Hi Katharine Scarritt and Mary Loue, 1781, 7 pgs - Captain Kirk has been offered a neu post on a
small explorer craft uhich uill venture far into unexplored space. McCoy and Spack stand by as he
tries to decide if he should accept this neu assignment.
OBSESSION 12, Katharine Scarritt and Mary Loue, 1762
"Graven Image", (Reprint from Oeck Five Digest 81), Mary Loue - Spock has summoned McCoy to Vulcan to
ask his help in cloning a duplicate of the deceased James Kirk.
"Graven Image, Part 2", Lezlie Shell, 13 1/2 pgs - Jamie, the genetic duplicate of Jim Kirk is nou a
young man. He has a close, loving relationship uith McCoy, but is in constant conflict uith Spock.
He has not graun up as Spock envisioned and McCoy, nearing the end of his life, strives to bring
them together.
OBSESSION 83, Mary Loue and Katharine Scarritt, 1784
"Things To Remember", Tere Ann Roderick, 4 1/2 pgs - Post SWUOK. McCoy is troubled by Kirk's apparent
inability to grieve for Spock and by his oun failure to keep the Vulcan from sacrificing his life.
The battle doesn't help! maybe reaching out to Kirk uill.
ODYSSEY Hi Ingrid Cross) 1777
"Thy Glory Like A Shooting Star") Ingrid Cross) 4 1/2 pgs - McCoy's dying thoughts. Spock tries to give
comfort in the last moments of McCoy's life.
"Requiem") Ingrid Cross, 2 pgs - The thoughts of a physician uho cannot aluays uin against death.
"Not All Of Your Laughter, Not All Of Your Tears") Ingrid Cross) 14 1/2 pgs - McCoy is attending a
medical conference uhen an unexpected"meeting uith his ex-uife leads to a conflict uith an old
enemy.
ODYSSEY 12) Ingrid Cross) 1778
"Darkness In My Soul") 16 pgs - The Enterprise is returning at the end of the 5 year mission uhen it
becomes involved in combat uith a Klingon Uarcruiser. Mr. Spock is one of 62 creumembers killed in
the battle and Kirk is injured. Due to the injury) Kirk uill be grounded and McCoy asks to be
assigned to his staff.
"A Deeper Shade Of Darkness") Ingrid Cross, 5? pgs - Eleven years have passed since Spock's death and
now there is a Klingon-Romuian alliance and war is approaching. Jim Kirk finds that he can do
something to prevent this war and McCoy must stand by and watch his friend sacrifice his life to
save the Federation.
ODYSSEY 13, Ingrid Cross) 177?
"Kate") Patricia M. Uhite) 10 1/2 pgs - Or. Kathryn Kennedy! is she the neu Head of Medical Research on
the Enterprise and the woman that Or. McCoy loves, or is she the product of his delirium while ill?
"Buddies", Jocelyn Feaster, 2 pgs - McCoy introduces us to his new pet Twefd who he describes as a
'fluffy little fellow' and who Spock describes as 'undisciplined, sexually overactive and physically
aggressive'.
ODYggY 14, Ingrid Cross and Dave Goodine
"Journey's End", Ingrid Cross, 3 pgs - Spock was killed long ago and now Jim Kirk has been killed
preventing a Klingon-Romuian alliance from destroying Starfleet. McCoy must face lite without his
friends. He is going home, but first there is a parting conversation with Uhura.
"Encounter", David Goodine and Ingrid Cross, 1? pgs - After the death of Jim Kirk, McCoy has returned to
Georgia and is staying with his brothers family. He cannot shake his depression and when Joanna
arrives, her efforts to help lead to a confrontation that brings on a heart attack. McCoy is
perfectly willing to give up life until he meets Kirk and is persuaded to return to his family.
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"Lullaby", Lorraine Beatty, 2 1/2 pgs - Ue share uith Or. McCoy a night time feeding of his infant
daughter.
"After Images", Ingrid Crass, 4 pgs - The mind rape of Spock's counterpart in the mirror universe has
badly shaken McCoy and effected his feelings for the Spock of his own universe.
0DY5SEY 85, Ingrid Cross and David Goodine, 1781
"The Natchez Suitch", Lorraine Beatty, 27 pgs - McCoy uas crossing the bridge to the science station
when the communications panel bleu up. Uhen he regained consciousness he uas in Natchez,
Mississippi during the 1650's uith no memory of his true identity. Apparently he uas Lance
Beaumont, a man uith an unsavory reputation as a gambler. Back on the Enterprise the real Lance
Beaumont uas thought to be Dr. McCoy.
"All My Life's A Circle", Ingrid Cross, 21 1/2 pgs - It has been 12 years since McCoy served on the
Enterprise. Nou he is returning to active service on the first constellation-class starship, the
Orion. Her young Captain, Karin Simmons, reminds him so much of Jim Kirk.
"Reporting For Outy", Sue Keenan, 13 1/2 pgs - This is an account of M'Benga's introduction to the
Enterprise and to Dr. McCoy. M'Benga has done every thing possible to be assigned to work uith
McCoy, but a series of misinterpreted events leave him uith the impression that McCoy is a drunken,
uomanizing coward and bigot. It takes a tine of shared danger to show M'Benga the true character of
McCoy.
"Promises To Keep", Lorraine Beatty, 7 1/2 pgs - A childhood experience reinforces McCoy's desire to
become a doctor.
"Natural Selection", Joan Marie Verba, 18 pgs - After 2 months aboard the Enterprise following the V'Ger
mission, McCoy finds he has become so involved uith Spock and Kirk as they adjust to their return,
that he is neglecting his duties to the rest of the crew. He feels he cannot practice medicine on
the Enterprise and resigns, but Jim Kirk is not about to accept the resignation without a fight to
keep the doctor on board.
"Communion", Joyce Tullock, 7 pgs - The diagnosis has been made: Xenopolycythemia. M'Benga seeks out
McCoy to try to 'share the hurt'. As he does he wonders: How do you comfort the comforter?
"Sueet Refrain", Lorraine Beatty, 22 1/2 pgs - After the 5 year mission, McCoy has returned to Neu
Yonada. Natira, still loving McCoy but believing he has no interest in her) is about to marry
Ledon. Uith McCoy's return) Ledon sees his chance for Natira and the power he craves slipping auay.
McCoy must be killed.
ODYSSEY 86, Ingrid Cross) 1781
"For Dixie") Joyce Tullock, 11 pgs - Uhile testing a neu time-travel devise, McCoy and Uhura become
separated from the rest of the creu. They are exploring Southwestern Illinois in the time just
after the Civil Uar and as they return to the beam-up point are attacked by a group of uandering
northern soldiers. McCoy is seriously injured and is sheltered by an elderly black uoman as Uhura
goes for help.
"Nightmare Reflection", Tess Thomas, 21 1/2 pgs - A comparison of the gentle, caring Leonard McCoy of
the Enterprise uith his savage, sadistic counterpart of the mirror universe.
"Friendsi Lovers and Strangers", Jeanie Humphrey! 17 pgs - Dr. Diane Hendricks, a friend of McCoy's ex-
wife is part of a scientific team traveling on the Enterprise. She uants to hurt McCoy and uses
trickery and deceit to drive a uedge betueen McCoy and Kirk that may put an end to their friendship.
"Valley Of Shadou", Sue Keenan, 27 pgs - Jim Kirk is uorried about McCoy. The doctor is distant and
quiet after tuo ueeks of fighting a deadly epidemic. A survey team is to be placed on the beautiful
planet Vogel II and Kirk adds McCoy to the team being led by Spocki thinking a few days an the
peaceful planet uill help the doctor. On Vogel) McCoy turns to Spock for understanding but receives
only cold logic. The resulting argument is bitter but before it can be resolved McCoy is captured
and tortured by Klingons uho have infiltrated the planet. Spock tries to care for a dying McCoy
until the Enterprise returns.
"To Carry And Contain"! Jeanne Nogai 10 pgs - Kirk has been felled by a mysterious illness and McCoy)
uith his staffi uorks to find the cure as Spock commands the Enterprise.
"The Man Uho Only Visited") Joyce Tullock) 14 1/2 pgs - Admiral Kirk has come to Georgia to see Leonard
McCoy who is staying uith Horatioi his Great Grandfather. Kirk uants to mend the breech that
developed betueen them after the 5 year mission and to try to persuade McCoy to return to the
service. After a short time uith Horatio and McCoyi Kirk realizes that the doctor is very much his
oun man and has no need for Kirk or Starfleet.
"A Subject Of Dispute"! Lorraine Beatty) 28 pgs - The uomen of Midland make sex an adventure to be
shared by the tuo partners. McCoy's adventure places him in Uest Virginia in 1887 and right in the
middle of the HatfieId-McCoy feud.
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ODYSSEY 86.5) Ingrid Cross, 1783
"Love's Guidance", Lorraine Beatty, 4 1/2 pgs - The wedding night of McCoy and Natira.
"The Teacher", Sue Keenan, 20 pgs - McCoy, Kirk and Spock are summoned to a mysterious planet claiming
interest in joining the Federation. Uhat they find are the Vians uith Gem and her people. Gem and
McCoy share a night of gentle love that turns to bitterness far McCoy as he realizes there is no uay
he can remain uith Gem.uho he loves, nor uas it ever intended that he do so.
"Same Planets Are Like Home", Joyce Tullock, 11 1/2 pgs - A shore leave spent in a bitter-sweet affair
uith 'the only innocent call girl in the whole damn perverted galaxy'. A time that brings back
memories of his marriage and the need to be really loved by someone.
"There Is One Alone", Ingrid Cross, 26 pgs - On a shore leave McCoy becomes the victim of a brutal rape.
The doctor is helped in his recovery from the shattering experience by the laving care of Uhura and
the concern of Kirk and Spock.
ODYSSEY 87, Ingrid Cross, 1783
"The Healers", Jeanne Powers, 17 1/2 pgs - An assignment early in McCoy's Starfleet career brings him to
a reptilian planet uhere he meets one of the Great Healers. They are a nomadic group of Vulcans
uho travel about the planet and have the ability to cure emotional ills. Uhen McCoy finds the
healers are a dying race, he tries to persuade one of the mysterious uomen healers to leave the
planet in order to preserve her life. She refuses, but gives McCoy a gift that he uill treasure for
the rest of his life.
"The Tuilight Man", Tess Thomas, 3 pgs - McCoy slips auay from a party being held at his home in Georgia
following the V'Ger mission. He sits on the old yard suing to relive memories of his youth and to
wonder about the future.
"Still Uaters", Suzan Lovett, 12 pgs - The Enterprise is transporting several entertainers to ceremonies
welcoming a neu member of the Federation. The Captain has plans for one of these entertainers) the
intriguing) beautiful Fern. Fea> however, has plans of her own and they involve McCoyi not Kirk.
"Jim, Ue've Got A Problem") Jeanie Humphrey) 20 1/2 pgs - McCoy comes to the rescue of a KLingon child
being mistreated by a slave dealer and finds himself and the Federation involved in a serious
diplomatic incident.
"Remember") Sharon Fetter) 3 1/2 pgs - In a Personal Log entry McCoy pours out his feelings following
the death of Spock.
"Delivery") Joyce Tullock) 7 pgs - A lazy shore leave day on the beach turns to terror as McCoy finds a
small child trapped in the pit of a ferocious lizard-like creature.
"For Services Rendered") Jane Mai lander) 7 1/2 pgs - McCoy recounts one of his adventures in which he
assisted a unicorn-life creature give birth to her child and received a precious gift for his help.
"Leonard McCoy - Captain") Sue Keenan, 3 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise is in orbit around Earth uhile the
life support systems are overhauled. McCoy has returned to the ship to pick up a book uhen a
mistake by the repair creu engages impulse engines. The doctor finds himself on the bridge and
responsible for returning the ship to orbit.
"Lagniappe Noel"i Lorraine Beatty, 27 1/2 pgs - To please McCoyi Captain Kirk has arranged a Christmas
shore leave for the two of them on the planet Asphodel. McCoyi howeveri is not pleased. There is a
secret on Asphodel that he does not want to share with his friend.
ODYSSEY 87.5, Ingrid Cross and Joyce Tullocki 1787
"To Look At Stars", Sue Keenan, 15 1/2 pgs - McCoy's ex-wife returns to his life when she and her
current husband are given transport aboard the Enterprise. The doctor relives all the pain of his
marriage and realizes that he still laves, and always will love Ariana. Her presence strengthens
the unending loneliness with uhich he lives and he thinks of trying to win her back, but he is
haunted by uhat he did on the last night they spent together.
"Ladies' Choice", Florence ButIen 6 pgs - Identical twin sisters, newly assigned to the Enterprise,
share the attentions of Or. McCoy.
"Soft, Southern Night", Cathy Brooks, 1 1/2 pgs - Ue share the thoughts of McCoy's ex-wife as she
attends the doctor's funeral.
"Bride Of Darkness", Sarah Macht-Dewitt, 12 pgs - A female assassin uses an unsuspecting McCoy as a pawn
in her efforts to kill a doctor attending a top secret conference.
"A Small Diversion", Sandra Middleton, 11 1/2 pgs - There is a party scheduled on the Enterprise and
scuttlebutt from Engineering indicates that someone will slip an aphrodisiac into the drink of the
very attractive Lieutenant Elana Peterson and competition will take place to see who will take
advantage of the situation. McCoy is concerned! but his plans to protect the lady are disrupted
when he accidentally becomes the victim of the lave potion.
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ODYSSEY 88, Ingrid Cross and Joyce Tullock, 1786
"Starting Point", Sue Keenan, 18 1/2 pgs - James Kirk is the new Captain of the Enterprise and Or. Mark
Piper is his only friend and trusted adviser. After Piper suffers a massive coronary, the
Enterprise heads tor the medical facilities on Rigel, but is ordered to divert to pick up a new CMO.
Kirk is unhappy about the delay and the replacement, Leonard McCoy, is unhappy about being taken
auay from his current assignment uhere he uas close to finding the formula that uould stop a
devastating epidemic. Kirk immediately dislikes this unmilitary doctor uho appears to have little
concern for Piper's ueltare, but events soon shau Kirk and Piper the true merit of Leonard McCoy.
"A Night To Remember", Cathy Brooks, 3 pgs - Feeling the peace and comfort of the Enterprise slipping
auay, McCoy is helped by a short, chance meeting uith Tonia Barrous.
"The Draftee", Rosemarie Eierman, 2 pgs - Ue follow McCoy through the first feu hours of his reluctant
return to the Enterprise.
"Home", Ingrid Cross, 3 1/2 pgs - Follouing V'Ger, McCoy finally has the time to reflect on his lite.
Uhat of Leonard McCoy? Uhere does he fit in and uhere is his home?
"A Handful Of Time", Florence Butler, 6 pgs - Uhura has suffered a personal tragedy and McCoy as friend
and physician comes to help.
"Gifts Freely Given", Diane Miskieuicz and Cindy Deren, 14 pgs - McCoy is captured by the natives of a
semi-arid planet uhen they believe him guilty of stealing food. He is thrown to the Fire Needles as
punishment. The vicious, stinging insects inflict much damage before Spock and Kirk can rescue him.
Uhile uaiting for the return of the Enterprise, Spock uses a heretofore unrevealed Vulcan techinque
to relieve McCoy's pain and fear.
"Return To Genesis", L. Jeanne Pouers, 5 1/2 pgs - A macabre post ST:TUOK story. Kirk cannot accept
Spock's death and returns to Genesis to find his friend.
"The Gift Of Love, Too", Jeanne Noga, 24 pgs - Lisa Jarmane, Medical Technologist on the Enterprise,
means a great deal to Leonard McCoy. He selects Lisa to accompany him on a 3 ueek assignment at a
research station, but the routine assignment turns into a tragedy and shattering experiences that
could separate Lisa and the doctor.
OF CRYSTAL PERSUASION, Sharron Crowson, 1783, 8? pgs, (Novel) - A crystal found on a planet possesses an
injured McCoy. He overcomes it with Spock's help. Later McCoy and Spock are removed from the
Enterprise and involved in research to harness the crystal's power. As a telepathic team they use
it to heal the sick, even helping Kirk across the parsecs. Even successful research does not
prevent McCoy from missing Kirk and his Enterprise home. Uarmth between McCoyi Spock and Kirk
highlight this story.
OF DREAMS AND SQEMES Hi Martha Crawfordi Catherine Schlein and Oebi Barbich, 1781
"Pictures In An Exhibition"! Catherine Schlein) 23 1/2 pgs - McCoy, Spock and Kirk seek shelter from a
rainstorm in an alien art gallery and are mesmerized and drawn into the action shoun in one of the
paintings. Ue follow McCoy and Spock through their adventure in a uarrior society.
"Christmas Cards", Denise Mathews, 7 1/2 pgs - Spock is once more enduring the 'frivolity and
undignified rituals' of the Christmas season. The day before Christmas is Care Day on the
Enterprise and traditionally creumen urite their own verses and messages. McCoy has a special
message far Spock and is flabbergasted uhen, for the first time in his life, Spock returns the
greeting.
OF DREAMS AND SCHEr€S 12, Catherine Schlein, Debi Barbich and Martha Crauford, 1782
"Love Songs And Gardenias", Lorraine Beatty, 16 pgs - After the 5 year mission McCoy returned to Neu
Yonada to claim Natira and they are nou on Earth happily auaiting the birth of their first child.
This happiness turns to tragedy uhen Natira becomes ill.
OF DREAMS AND SQEMES 13, Catherine Schlein, Debi Barbich and Martha Crawford, 1784
"The More Things Change", Lorraine Beatty, 2 pgs - McCoy examines his motives for returning to the
Enterprise at the start of the V'Ger mission.
"And On The Third Oay", Catherine Schlein, 12 pgs - A religious cult believes that Spock's rebirth on
the Genesis planet is the 2nd coming of Christ. Uhile Spock and McCoy are attending a symposium on
Earth, McCoy is kidnaped by the cult and seriously injured in the process. The cult refuses to
provide medical help for McCoy. They wish Spock to give them a sign, perform a healing miracle on
McCoy.
"Uhat A Difference A Year Makes", Catherine Schlein, 24 pgs - Jim Kirk has be?n missing for a year and
officially declared dead. During that year Spock has become Captain at the Enterprise and his
friendship with McCoy has strengthened. Uhen the ship enters the area of space uhere Kirk uas last
seen, Spock receives some indication of a mind-link that still exists uith Kirk and sets oft uith
McCoy to find Kirk or his body.
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OF DREAMS AND SCHEMES 14, Catherine Schlein, 1785
"On That Day, I Shall Mourn", Lorraine Beatty, 7 1/2 pgs - The shuttle returning McCoy to the Enterprise
has exploded, killing all on board. Spock tries to use his Vulcan techniques to accept McCoy's
death as 'regrettable' and not something he should duel) on, but finds he is unable to do so. He
finally acknouledges his grief and guilt over not being willing to mourn his friends death and sets
about to create his oun memorial.
OFF THE BEATEN TREK 81> Trinette Kern) 1776
"Me And Thee") Trinette Kern, 17 pgs - James Kirk is discharged from prison after serving 4 years for
culpable negligence and grass incompetence. McCoy, Scotty and Spock are there to greet him. Spock
has also been discharged from Starfleet and offers Kirk a place uith him in the business he has
built uith that goal in mind. Uhen Kirk accepts it means McCoy must part from his friend once more.
"Doguatch", Leslyle Lilker, 8 pgs - The Enterprise gets the dubious honor of transporting Admiral
Komack's 4 Great Oane dogs uhich he decrees can only be handled by the senior staff. To make
matters more interesting, one of the dogs is pregnant and Dr. McCoy may have a chance to practice
his skills as a vet.
(HE THOUSAND AND ONE TREK TALES, Donna Chisholm, 1777
"After The Dark", Johanna Cantor, 15 pgs - Spock suffers painful after affects from his meld uith the
Harta. McCoy cares for him uith the insight and perception that is uniquely his, providing a little
plot of Vulcan to help restore Spock's equilibrium.
"Forever Apart", J.P. Sinclair, 22 pgs - McCoy is reunited uith his daughter Joanna uhen she becomes a
passenger on the Enterprise, but it is Jim Kirk uho captures Joanna's interest.
ONE TREK MIND 83, Oonna Chisholm, Oate of Publication Unknown
"Interference", A. Stuart Ualker, 4 1/4 pgs - Spock surprises McCoy by requesting a private consultation
about a medical problem.
ONE TREK MIND 84, Oonna Chisholm, 1775
"The Anniversary", Debbie Collin, 4 pgs - McCoy's musings on the 10th anniversary of his daughters
marriage to Spock.
ONLY TREK 81, Katharine Scarritt and Mary Lowe, 1782
"The Human Thing To 0a", Joyce Tullock, 4 1/2 pgs - Spack and a reluctant McCoy are guest speakers at a
scientific symposium attended primarily by Vulcans. McCoy feels uncomfortable and out of place and
plans to avoid fulfilling his obligations at the symposium until he overhears a conversation that
changes his mind.
"Mneme Muse Of Memory", Aiaylne Gelfand, 5 1/2 pgs - It is ten years since the Enterprise was destroyed
with close to 400 dead. In his dying moments Spock had implored McCoy to care for Kirk" and the
doctor has tried to do that although confined to a wheelchair. He begins to worry that his care is
not enough when Kirk claims to be visited by his dead companions.
"Saturday Night Vulcan", Diane Miskiewicz and CinDe Oeren, 1? 1/2 pgs - Somehow Spock is persuaded to
accompany McCoy on a trip to a 'real, live 20th century disco'. It proves to be the horrendous
experience he anticipated) but with a surprise that might make it all worthwhile.
ORGANIA) Bev Lorenstein) 1782
"Souvenir", Kate Burkel, 5 pgs - Both Spock and Kirk are dead. They died not in battle but in accidents
aboard ship. This story is a conversation between McCoy and Scotty that takes place on the night of
Kirk's death. Ue learn McCoy's assessment of the character of Spock and Kirk and of their close
relationship.
"Secrets Of The Nightside Souh A Soliloquy") Sharon Fetter, 1 pg - This is McCoy's soliloquy. Uhile
Spock lived McCoy was content to bask in the warmth of the love that uas shared by Kirk and Spock.
Nou Spock is dead and Kirk has come to McCoy for comfort. McCoy uishes to take Spock's place in the
Captain's life and declares his love for Kirk.
ORION QUADRANT II, Ellen Blevins, 177?
"The Heart Has Its Oun Logic") Martha Moore) 10 pgs - Spock discovers uhy McCoy is fighting Jim Kirk's
efforts to gain custody of his nephew Peter.
"Magnolias And Memories") Lynn Stephens) 13 pgs - The annual 4th of July celebration at McCoy's home
brings Charles Mclven a distant relative) to see the venerable 78 year old physician. Charlie is
trying to decide if he should join Starfleet and during his discussion uith the doctor) he learns of
the tragic ending of the Kirk-Spock-McCoy relationship.
THE OTrER SIDE OF PARADISE 81> Signe Landon and Amy Falkouitz) 1776
"Claire Oe Lune") Connie Faddis) 4 pgs - McCoy and Spock are marooned on a planet where the soil reacts
with the lunar presence to adversely affect brain waves. They desperately seek a means to save
their sanity and even their lives.
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TrE OTrER SIDE OF PARADISE 82) Sogne Landon and Amy Falkouitz) 1777
"The Letter") Trinette Kern, 2 pgs - Spock's fareuell letter to Leonard McCoy.
"Genius Loci0) Connie Faddis, 20 pgs - Spock and Kirk hunt for a missing McCoy on a planet inhabited by
a young Oracle that seeks knouI edge from the humans.
THE OTHER SIDE OF PARADISE 87i Amy Falkouitz* 1787
"Back To The Front"i Autumn Leei 3 1/2 pgs - McCoy encounters some interesting characters in the
underground repair facility of the Shore Leave planet.
"Memories Best Forgotten") Cheryl Frashure) 3 1/2 pgs - McCoy returns to SkiKahr tar his first meeting
uith Spack since the Fal Tor Pan. The doctor fears this meeting) but both men are experiencing
conflicts and emotional turmoil that the healers feel must be resolved.
PARADISE (The Other Side Of Paradise 83, Part I), Signe Landon, 1778
"Foreshadouing", Frankie Jemison, 8 1/2 pgs - Commander The Iin, First Officer of the Enterprise
following Spock's death, tries to understand the situation as he watches Kirk and then McCoy prepare
to follow Spock into death.
"McCoy", L.V. Fargas, 1 1/2 pgs - Ue learn of McCoy as ue share his thoughts.
PARALLAX RING, Empyrean Publications, 1784
"Behind The Scenes", Oarien Duck, 7 1/2 pgs - Post SWUOK. In the hours immediately following Spock's
death ue follow McCoy as he deals uith the chaos in sickbay, cares for Kirk, and tries to deal uith
his oun grief.
"To Seek A Balance", Crissandra Scott, 16 pgs - Alternate version of the time following the 5 year
mission. Spock is on Vulcan attempting to attain the Kohlinar uhile Kirk and McCoy are continuing
to serve on the Enterprise. Both Kirk and Spock are not dealing successfully uith their life apart,
but Spock refuses to respond to all messages from Kirk. McCoy, uorried for the sanity of both men,
takes matters into his oun capable hands.
"Things That Go Bump In The Night", Kirk, 23 pgs - The Enterprise encounters the Courageous, a derelict
ship rumored to be haunted. A boarding party does meet uhat appears to be the supernatural entities
of the ships creu. McCoy is seized by whatever controls the derelict and the Enterprise is
propelled auay from any chance to rescue their CMO.
PEGASUS 82, Jan Lindner and Judi Hendricks. 1777
"The Hand That Touches", Jacqueline FacieiIo, 70 pgs - A joyous reunion betueen McCoy and his daughter
turns into tragedy uith the death of Joanna's companion, a strange drain on the ship's dilithium
and the impending death of Joanna.
PLAK TOU Hi Bonnie Guyam 1778
"For This", Trinette Kern, 12 pgs - After Jim Kirk is killed uith Tyree and his peoplei Spock and McCoy
seek to maintain a relationship without the cementing influence of their friend.
PLAK TOU 82! Bonnie Guyam 177?
"The Kinship"i Bonnie Guyam 2? pgs - The first story in a series. After the death of his parents,
Spock learns that he has a half-sister. He is unsuccessful in trying to locate her and then is
shocked to find that a neu member of the medical staff, Pamela-Jean Grayson, is his missing sister.
The situation is further complicated uhen Leonard McCoy falls in love uith Pamela-Jean.
"Search The Stars", 3 pgs - Horoscope analysis of DeForest Kelley.
PLAK TOU 83, Bonnie Guyan, 177?
"The Kinship Part II", Bonnie Guyan, 21 pgs - The continuing story of McCoy's involvement uith Pamela-
Jean Grayson, Spock's half-sister. Uhen Spock is seriously injured during a landing party mission,
his interment on a Starbase Facility brings Leonard McCoy and Pamela-Jean Grayson back together in a
stormy conflict. Spock's death though, erases all past disagreements, bringing the couple back
together once again.
PLAK TOU 84, Bonnie Guyan, 1780
"Rape Of A Rock", Bonnie Guyan, 30 1/2 pgs - Spock's mind has been wiped clean by the mind sifter. Ue
learn of the events that led up to the tragedy, and ue are uith McCoy as he bids a gentle fareuell
to his friend. Months later, Kirk and McCoy return to Vulcan uhere they accompany a partially
recovered Spock on a trip ta the mountains. Their adventure endangers McCoy's life, but helps
restore Spock's memory and leads to his return to the Enterprise.
"Side Effects", Joyce Tullock, 8 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock encounter a poisonous plant uhile exploring a
neuiy discovered planet. Spock has no ill effects, but McCoy is not as* fortunate and is isolated as*
a patient in sickbay uith Spock caring for him until it is established that the poison is non-
communicable. A good look at the McCoy-Spock relationship.
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PLAK TOU LTD, Bonnie Guyan, 1780
"The Kinship", Bonnie Guyan 84 pgs - The Kinship series continues in novel form. Contains Chapters 1
through 4 of the series.
PLAK TOU 87, Bonnie Guyan, 1782
"The Kinship", Bonnie Guyan, 26 pgs - Chapter 5 in the series involving the relationship betueen McCoy
and Pamela-Jean Grayson.
THE PRICE AND THE PRIZE (K/S), Gayle Feyrer, 1781
"Taaz Avine", Syn Ferguson, 7 pgs - To save both Kirk and Spock, McCoy, disguised as a pleasure slave,
must publicly engage in sexual intercourse uith Kirk, also a pleasure slave. McCoy succeeds, but
not without injury to his oun spirit.
R&R 83, Johanna Cantor, 1777
"None There Embrace", Connie Faddis - Alone uith Spock on the planet Sherod, McCoy is at his
professional and emotional best as he fights to save Spock from the Pan Farr. This story of McCoy's
loving support and medical expertise in saving Spock's life is unsurpassed.
R&R 85, Yeoman Press, 1777
"Half-Empty Bottle", Alice M. Neusom, 4 pgs - Uhen there is a crisis in your life, you often need a
friend. Scotty finds one in Leonard McCoy.
R&R 88, Johanna Cantor, 1778
"Born An Irishman", Sharon Parkos, 23 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock accompany four young creumembers,
including Kevin Riley, on their first landing party assignment. Uhat should have been routine,
turns into a life-threatening horror.
RtR 810, Yeoman Press, 1777
"McCoy Cleans His Teeth") Beth Hal Iam, 5 1/2 pgs - The adventures and misadventures of Dr. McCoy as he
tries to find the time to brush his teeth.
R&R 111) Johanna Cantor) 177?
"Alternatives") Karen Fleming) 7 pgs - Uniquely funny...McCoy as Kirk's sex therapist? McCoy does his
duty to relieve Kirk's sexual tensions) to our and Kirk's amusement. Not X-rated.
R&R 113) Yeoman Press> 1780-81
"A Diplomatic Relationship", Vel Jaeger, 12 1/2 pgs - A diplomatic mission to a Bedouin-like culture
brings Irene Armstrong aboard the Enterprise and into a gentle romance with Leonard McCoy.
RtR 818, Yeoman Pressi 17B3
"The Doctor's Decision") Marty Lamski and Beverly Zuk) 10 1/2 pgs - The V'Ger mission is over and the
Enterprise has a new mission with Dr. McCoy a reluctant participant. The doctor has complied uith
his Captain's request to put off handing in a resignation for at least a month. The deadline is
drawing near and we follow McCoy as he goes about his duties) talks with his friends and family and
struggles to make the decision to stay or leave the Enterprise.
"Letters") Kathryn Anne Evans, 15 pgs - Letters that span many years from Joanna McCoy to her father.
"It Tolls For Thee") Sherry VelKamp) 7 1/2 pgs - A savage battle and 2 1/2 days in OR have left McCoy
exhausted) but before he can rest there is one last autopsy report to complete.
RIR 821) Yeoman Press) 1785
"Gift Of Value") Linda SI usher, 1 1/2 pgs - Spock received a special birthday gift from Dr. McCoy.
R&R 822, Yeoman Press, 1785
"Just A Country Doctor") Sarah Macht Dewitt) 4 1/2 pgs - A bit of shore leave for McCoy that includes a
week as a 'country doctor' on a frontier planet.
REUNION) Beth Carlson) 1784) 11? pgs) (Novel) - A deeper look at the V'Ger mission from Christine Chapel's
point of view. McCoy helps her establish herself as the new CMO and deal with the emotional strain
of losing Captain Decker while learning to work with Spock. Now McCoy is free to retire quietly to
Earth to live with Joanna and his Grandson.
RIDERS TO THE STARS 83, Cathi Brown) 1785
"Prescription For Madness"i Sherry Crowsom 53 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise has been sent to Beta Darrien
where a plague is devastating the planets children. McCoy works with Dr. Calida Ayalai the resident
doctor) to isolate the virus causing the disease and to find some way to save those already
afflicted. Just as McCoy isolates the virus) he becomes the first adult victim of the plague. Now
the fight is for McCoy's life.
RIGEL 12) Carol Ann Lee and Vicki E. Jamesi 1775
"Born Yesterday") Connie Faddis> 20 pgs - The shuttleeraft Columbus is missing with Scottyi Christine,
M'Benga and Chekov aboard. Uhile searching for the Columbusi Kirk and Sulu suddenly disappear from
the Enterprise. Ail are found - brutally murdered. The story deals with McCoy's grief and Spock's
search for the reason for this tragedy. A search that reveals some surprising answers.
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RIGEL 13, Carol Ann Lee and Vicki E. James, 1777
"Pas Oe Trais", Kathy PenIand and Friend, 7 pgs -There are fourteen crewmen dead and Spock is seriously
injured. This story tells the thoughts and feelings of Spock, Kirk and most of all, McCoy as he
comforts his anguished Captain.
"Invasion", Ginna LaCroix, 16 pgs - Kirk and Spock are sent on adangerous secret mission uith McCoy the
only other one on the Enterprise that knous of the mission. They return uith Spock seriously
injured and, to make matters worse, Kirk must return to the mission without Spock. Ue see McCoy's
agony in knowing about their danger and not being able to help.
RIGEL 14-5-6, Carol Ann Lee and Vicki E. James, 177?
"Triptyck", Ginna LaCroix, 26 1/2 pgs -A look at the backgrounds of Kirk, Spock and McCoy from birth,
through school, marriage and life in the fleet up to the point where they are all brought together
on the Enterprise.
RIM OF STARLIGHT II, Rochelle Hausman, Robyn Kevelsen, Susan Hochman and Margaret Clark, 1778
"The Other Side Of The Cain", Robyn N. Kevelson, 15 1/2 pgs - Jim Kirk meets Joanna McCoy and becomes
romantically involved with her. Neither realize that Leonard McCoy has an important place in the
others life, but when the three learn of the situation, there is plenty of fireworks from the
outraged doctor.
RIM OF STARLIGHT 85, Margaret Clark, Rochelle Hausman, Susan Hochman and Robyn Kevelson, 1778
"A Cloak Of Dignity", Gail D. Pittaway, 4 pgs -A rare look at the McCoy-Uhura relationship seen as they
share a feu moments of quiet conversation.
Rx McCOY, Lorraine Beatty, 1781
"The Rayne Tree", 6 1/2 pgs - McCoy meets a treasured friend from long ago. In the course of their
conversation he learns a secret she has kept for all those years. A secret that could have
drastically changed the doctor's life.
"Even Nou", 6 pgs - Nancy Crater meets the last of the salt creatures in the form of Leonard McCoy.
"One Life", 4 1/2 pgs - McCoy returns to say a last, private fareuell to Natira.
"Precious Days...And Magnolias", 7 1/4 pgs - Tanya Barrous and Leonard McCoy revieu their feelings for
each other following their time together on the Shore Leave planet.
"Till Death Oo Us Part", 4 pgs - Ue share the thoughts of a young Arianna McCoy as she thinks of her
lave far her husband and the child she is carrying.
"The Lark", 5 1/2 pgs - On the night before she uill receive her first Starfleet assignment, a young
ensign puts on something 'clingy and sexy' and sets out for the most renouned and expensive spot on
the starbase. She is out far a lark. A lark that ultimately involves Leonard McCoy.
"A Nice Guy", 2 pgs - Ue see DeForest Kelley through the eyes of a young woman working with him on the
filming of a movie.
SAHNDARA 81, Marie Uolfe, 1763
"The Greatest Gift", Toni Trapp, 18 pgs - The Enterprise is investigating a planet in search of a rare
element when McCoy is suddenly transported from the ship. The sole inhabitant at the planet is a
humanoid female seeking companionship so that she will not die alone.
SAHNDARA 12, Marie Uolfe, 1785
"Mentapontum", Teresa Conaway, 7 pgs - The Enterprise has been ordered to the planet Mentapontum for a
diplomatic contact. Mentapontum was McCoy's home during the years before the V'Ger mission and on
this planet is Valerie Dietrich, the woman McCoy loves. It is time for a decision, stay with
Valerie or follow Kirk when the Enterprise leaves the planet.
"Uhat More Could A Man Ask For", Teresa Conaway and Suzanne Hinr, 35 pgs - Post ST III. Another version
of the events following the creation of Genesis and the Far Tor Pan. Admiral Morrow is determined
to destroy Kirk's career as well as those of his crew who helped rescue Spock.
SECOND MILLENNIA, Ingrid Cross, 1777
"The Strategist", Susan Stephenson, 4 pgs - McCoy uses a unique strategy on his Captain who is reluctant
to report for routine medical procedures.
SEHAT'S ROAR 13, Randy Ash, 1777
"The Same Uilderness", Beverly Clark, 46 pgs - Joanna McCoy is one of those rescued from a damaged ship.
Relations between McCoy and his daughter are strained until McCoy is injured and Joanna's true
feelings for her father become apparent.
SEHLAT'S ROAR 14, Randy Ash, 1777
"To Entertain A Stranger", Ellen Blair, 30 1/2 pgs - A party of scientists is brought aboard the
Enterprise for transport and in their group is one young woman called Elizabeth. Elizabeth,
however, is not what she seems to be and before she leaves the Enterprise she has a profound effect
on McCoy, Kirk and Spack.
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SHADES OF GREY (K/S), MKASHEF Enterprises, 1786
"Uho Follow Other Paths", Tere Ann Roderick, 10 1/2 pgs - Ue learn how Kirk and Spock first realized
they wanted McCoy to become a part of their intimate relationship.
"Two Into Three", Alexis Fegan Black, 12 1/2 pgs - Spock is in sickbay recovering from Pon Farr in uhich
Kirk uas his partner. Ue see the beginning of a triad developing as Kirk and McCoy watch over their
friend.
"Shi'Jarae", Jo Scott-Rose, 44 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock are bonded and McCoy wishes to initiate the
Vulcan custom of Shi'Jarae in uhich a third party is brought into their relationship to serve Spock
in Pon Farr if McCoy should die or be unavailable. Spock is reluctant, but McCoy uses a unique
method to convince his bondmate.
SHADES OF GREY 82 (K/S/M), MKASHEF Enterprises, 1787
"Cornerstone", Robin Hood, 12 1/2 pgs - Jim Kirk is troubled by something that Spock has done and he has
been avoiding the Vulcan and ignoring McCoy's efforts to help. Uhen Spock comes to the doctor for
advice, McCoy finds himself draun into a loving relationship uith his tuo friends.
"Room Enough", Roberta, 5 pgs - Jim Kirk seeks out McCoy uhen he feels the doctor drawing auay from him
after he and Spock have became lovers.
"Shared Silences", Jo Scott-Ross, 11 1/2 pgs - Sequel to 'Shi-Jarae' that appeared in Shades of Grey 81.
McCoy and Spock are bondmates and Kirk has been ueI corned into their relationship. As the ship uaits
to uelcome the Vulcan delegation aboard for transport to Babel, McCoy discovers he has
Xenopolythemia. He reveals his condition to Kirk, but uants to conceal it from Spock.
"After You've Touched The Sky", Mara-Lyn Cade, 8 1/2 pgs - The Fabrini tapes have saved McCoy's life,
but his brush uith death has made Spack and Kirk realize how much the doctor means to them. McCoy
expects a sexual relationship to develop betueen his tuo friends, but is astonished uhen Spock
approaches him uith a request for the doctor to become a part of that relationship.
"The Heart Of The Beast", Douya Blacque, 21 1/2 pgs - Following McCoy's brush uith death from
Xenopolythemia Spack approaches him in an attempt to express his love for the doctor. They are
interrupted and the uords are never spoken, but Kirk realizes uhat is happening and goes to Spack
uith an offer to help only to be draun into the loving relationship that develops.
"Legacies", Teshen Tirare, 127 1/2 pgs - Spock, McCoy and Kirk accompany the Enterprises' neu Security
Chief, Madenia Sandecker, through the Guardian on a Starfleet assignment that takes them aboard the
doomed Titanic.
SOL PLUS 82, Jackie Bielouicz, 1776
"Survival", Jacqueline Bielouicz, 14 1/2 pgs - McCoy is marooned on a planet uith a hostile environment
and populated by a savage race. He is helped in his struggle for survival by the mental image of
Spock offering his logical advice.
SOL PLUS 86, Jacqueline Bielouicz, 177?
"Lot's Uife", Rebecca Ross, 6 1/2 pgs - McCoy is about to start his autopsy on the salt monster uhen he
realizes the creature is not dead.
SOL PLUS 88, Jacqueline Bielouicz) 1781
"Earthfall") Susan Farrell) 13 pgs - Ue follow McCoy and his friends as they return the Enterprise to
Earth at the end of the 5 year mission.
"My Brother Cain") Sarah Hood) 31 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock become the prisoner of the Vulcan Sinnok who
is a dangerous throwback, and determined to kill them.
SOUTrERN COMFORTi Sherri Gilbert! 62 pgsi (Novel) - McCoy and Spock follow an alien through the Guardian of
Forever into the time of the Civil Uar on Earth. As they attempt to keep the alien from changing
historyi they are very much a part of the uars bloody battles.
SPIN DIZZIE 81, Marilyn Johansen, 1778
"Missing - Presumed Dead", Jan Greville, 13 1/2 pgs - McCoy has escaped an alien prison only to crash
land on a planet of underground cave duellers. Although befriended by these people, he is lonely
and isolated and longing to return to the Enterprise. The Klingons decide they have an interest in
this planet and Mccoy is caught in the middle of the conflict.
"Sea Of Tears", Nikki Caduelli 2 pgs - Uhile suimmingi McCoy is claimed by Nerissai the sea nymph. She
plans to keep the doctor far herself but changes her mind uhen the doctor's friends come searching
for him.
SPIN DIZZIE 82i Marilyn Johansem 177?
"To Sleep: Perchance To Dream"i Linda Knights, 23 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock uork to find a cure far a
strange nerve disease that threatens Kirk.
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SPIN DIZZIE 85, Kay Broun and Marilyn Johansen, 1781
"Turbolift Revieu", Rayelle Roe, 5 pgs -McCoy and Spock are trapped in the turbolitt for hours, and at
such close quarters, the sniping is bound to begin. The bridge creu ease-drops via an intercomm,
placing bets on uho uill emerge undamaged. The bi-play is hilarious.
SPIN DIZZIE 86, Kay Broun and Marilyn Johanson, 1782
"The Gift", Joy Mancinelli, 6 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Scotty's expensive, elaborate and exotic gift for
their Captain ends up being given unexpectedly to another member of the Enterprise creu.
"Last Gift", Carol Maschke, 7 1/2 pgs - Spock, attempting to rescue McCoy, is nou stranded uith the
doctor. Both are victims of a rapidly acting poison. McCoy strives to devise ameans to keep them
alive until the return of the Enterprise.
"A Civilized Man", Lynda Carraher, 10 pgs - McCoy is on a fishing trip uith an alien friend. A
Ka'ardeshi kills his friend and takes McCoy captive. The Ka'ardeshi maintains that to kill is
instinctive and that McCoy uould kill him if he could. Uhen the Ka'ardeshi is badly burned, McCoy
proves he is a civilized man by doing his utmost to save his enemy.
"An Obligation", Rosalie Blazej, 16 pgs - Spock has undertaken a mission on a planet uith an atmosphere
of Epsilon uave radiation uhich is fatal to Vulcans. McCoy blames himself far letting this happen
and uhen Spock returns, the doctor is prepared to allow him a 'dignified death' without attempting
treatment uhich uould be useless. An enraged Christine refuses to allow this to happen.
STARBORFE, Michael Verina, 177?
"In Palaces Of Sand", Toni Cardinal-Price, 2 pgs - A sad, tender account of Leonard McCoy's final act of
love for a dying Jim Kirk.
STAR CANTICLE 81, Dotty Barry, 1776
"As The Uorm Turns", Rayelle Roe, 3 1/2 pgs - Doctor McCoy is notorious for the jokes he plays on his
shipmates. Uhen Spock becomes a victim, his Captain counsels: 'Just indulge in a little revenge
every nou and then and your life uould be a lot more peaceful'. Logical, decides Spock and sets
about to follow the advice.
STAR CANTICLE 12, Dotty Barry, 177?
"Reverie", Sally SyrJala, 1 pg - McCoy, neu to the Enterprise, wonders if he dares to open himself to
the possible pain of neu friendships.
"Paper Dragons", Rayelle Roe, 4 1/2 pgs - Spock is returned to the ship after captivity and rape and
fighting to save his sanity. McCoy uses his skills and love for Spack to heal his friend.
STAR SHA00US II, Carol Maschkei 1778
"Joyeux Noel"i Carol Maschkei 6 pgs - McCoy uants to give Mr. Spock a gift for Christmasi but is not
sure hou to go about doing it.
"Open And Shut Case"i Susan Papasi 18 pgs - Montgomery Scott is missing and all evidence seems to show
that he uas murdered by Leonard McCoy.
"The Memory Machinei Parts 1 & 2"i Carol Maschkei 5? pgs - Scientists have discovered an ancient machine
uhich has the ability to recall all memories of those attached to it. McCoy has been assigned to be
a subject of the experiments using the machine.
STAR SHA00US 12, Carol Maschkei 1?7?
"Memory Machinei Part 3"i Carol Maschkei 63 1/2 pgs - McCoy's experience uith the memory machine return
him to the painful years of his life before he joined Starfleet.
STAR SHADOU 83> 1782
"Never And Aluays") Carol Maschke, 5 1/2 pgs - A landing party is sent to the surface of a planet to
ascertain the progress of a civil war. They are to observe and remain undetected by the planet's
inhabitants) but McCoy is seen by an injured man and the doctor can not turn away from his plea for
help.
STARDATE 813) Randall Landers) 1781
"Chess Partners") Oonna C. Clark) 21 1/2 pgs - Or. McCoy is pleased to have his daughter assigned as a
nurse on the Enterprise) but her developing relationship with Spock does not please him.
STARDATE: UNKNOUN 11, Gerry Downes) 1776
"Among The Stars") Gerry Downes> 30 pgs - The Enterprise discovers the TrrwylanS) a gentle) cultured
race of winged humanoids who are being hunted to extinction by a neanderthal-I ike species that share
their planet. The men of the Enterprise try to find a way to help them survive and McCoy finds a
special closeness with the female) Llaria.
STARDATE: UNKNOWN 82) Gerry Downes. 1776
"Full Circle") 8 pgs - Spock reaches out to help a troubled McCoy.
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STARDATE: UNKNOUN 83, Gerry Downes) 1777
"Uinged Joy Soaring) Gloriously Free", Gerry Downes) 37 pgs -Sequel to Among The Stars. It has been
three years since the Enterprise encountered the Trrwylans and now Kirk and crew have been ordered
to relocate the survivors to guarantee their continued existence. McCoy discovers the tuo new
members of the species are his children.
STARDATE: UNKNOUN 85. Gerry Downes) 177?
"Uhat It The 'T' In JTK Really Did Stand For 'Tomcat'?") Gerry Downes) 11 pgs - The Captain is missing
and as Spock and McCoy hunt for him, they are constantly pestered by an unusually friendly cat.
STARFLEET CHRONICLES 83, Janet Blowers and Kim Knight, Date Unknown
"Control Point Zero", Kim Knight, 5 1/2 pgs - McCoy has been taken prisoner while an a landing party
assignment. The planet they are exploring is in the midst of a civil war and McCoy is held by one
faction who believes him a spy. McCoy is tortured beyond endurance while Kirk and Spack seek a uay
to rescue him.
THE STARS ARE LONELY, Jenny Elson, Date Unknoun, 18 pgs - The death of his ex-uite and a bitter)
unsuccessful reunion uith his daughter lead McCoy into a depression that almost results in his
death.
STELLAR GAS 83, Pon Farr Press) 1780
"Not For The Captain's Log") Joyce Tullock) 2 pgs - McCoy has done it again. He is separated from the
shuttlecraft party uith no communicator and knows full ueii that it uill be Spack to rescue him 'for
the sheer humiliation of it'. He can just imagine Spock's report to the Captain. Mr. Spock)
however, is not that predictable.
"Idylls Of A Gentle Healer", Vel Jaeger, 1 1/2 pgs - McCoy recalls many of his adventures during the 5
year mission.
T-NEGATIVE 83, Ruth Bermam 176?
"Set-To") Ruth Berman - An interview with DeForest Kelley taken on the set 8-2-68 while filming The
Empath.
T-NE6ATIVE 8?) Ruth Berman) 1771
"The Rainbird") Dorothy Jones and Astrid Anderson) 8 1/2 pgs - One of the large bird creatures of
Regenswelter has come to Earth to study the locale plants and animals while on a backpacking trip
with a group of scientists. McCoy is with the group accompanying the bird) but he is more
interested in his lovely shipmate) Myfanwy) than in the Regenswelter.
T-NE6AT1VE 111) Ruth Berman) 1771
"Marginal Existence") Connie Faddis, 12 1/2 pgs - On a landing party investigating an ancient
civilization three of the crew> including McCoy, are snared by a robot and trapped in a drugged
existence in a sleeper unit.
T-NEGATIVE I14> Ruth Berman) 1772
"Notes On Leonard McCoy") 4 1/2 pgs - An analysis of the character of Or. Leonard McCoy.
T-NS6ATIVE 815) Ruth Berman) 1772
"Brother's Keeper") Ruth Berman) 3 pgs - Spock cares for an ill McCoy while they are stranded on an
unfriendly planet.
T-NE6ATIVE 820) Ruth Bermam 1773
"Dard") El lie Bach, Lou Ann Jones, Cathy Anderson and Barb Anderson, 11 pgs - A party from the
Enterprise agrees to help the Emperor of Margi hunt the 'Demon' that haunts the woodlands of his
planet. During the hunt McCoy becomes the hostage ofthe demon.
T-NEGATIVE 121, Ruth Berman, 1773
"Tunnel5 Of An Imprisoned Mind", Carmen Carter, 6 pgs - A brush with a plant on the planet Si Ivane could
be fatal to Leonard McCoy. A small sliver from the plant, embedded in his foot) contains a poison
which causes temporary paralysis followed by insanity. There is no antidote.
T-NEGATIVE 126, Ruth Bermam 1775
"Sleep Not) Oream Not") Connie Faddis, 15 pgs - The Enterprise finds a Klingon ship orbiting a class M
planet. All aboard the ship are dead as a result of murder or suicide. The only survivor from the
planet) found in the brig of the Klingon ship) is an ancient female humanoid) the Nal. She appears
to be the cause of all the deaths. No one can communicate with her or even approach her as she is
surrounded by a terror field. As the Nal slowly dies> McCoy defies his Captain and risks his own
life in an attempt to save her life.
TAL-giAYA 13) Cheree Cargill, 1776
"I'm Not Dead Yet") Johanna Cantor) 2 1/2 pgs - McCoy lives life as well as he can after returning from
Yonada while Spock and the medical staff work frantically to decipher the Fabrini archives. (This
story also appears in Academy Chronicles 85)
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TAL-SHAYA 84> Cheree Cargill) 1777
"An Evening Prayer") Bonnie Guyan> 1pg - HcCoy's bedtime prayers.
TAL-SHAYA 85) Cheree Cargill) 1778
"Hippocrates Uas AHealer") Bev Clark) 16 pgs -McCoy is called to the planet Hippocrates to investigate
the miraculous cure of a terminally ill scientist. He claims to have been cured by a 'diety' of
some type belonging to the planet. McCoy is skeptical until his oun experiences on the planet.
"McCoy's Lament", Bonnie Guyan, 1 pg - McCoy reflects on his life in Georgia, and on the lite and times
of his father.
TENDER EXPRESSIONS (British), Uendy Montgomery, 1765, 58 pgs, Scotpress, (Navel) - McCoy is delighted uhen
Spock becomes bonded to T'Alina, a neu member of the Enterprise creu. Tragedy strikes uhen T'Alina
is injured on a landing party assignment. McCoy is not able to save her, but does save the child
she uas carrying. McCoy returns to Vulcan to help care tor the child and finds he is reluctant to
return to the Enterprise.
THERE ARE THREE, Ingrid Cross and Joyce Tullock, 1785
"The Pearl", Sandra Middleton, 7 1/2 pgs - McCoy is experiencing an emotional reaction to his ordeal at
the hands of the Vians. He has become silent and withdrawn. Kirk and Spack are concerned and reach
out to help, but it is a gift from Spock, given in friendship and honor, that most strongly affects
the doctor.
"Succession", Shirley Sipe, 22 1/2 pgs - The planet Tevis accepted Federation membership over the
objections of many of its citizens. Uhen the Federation facility on the planet is destroyed,
killing many and contaminating the planet's uater supply, the Enterprise is sent to help. McCoy
soon comes into conflict uith the healers on Tevis uho treat only those they select, in secret) and
at great expense.
"A Fleeting Touch") Sandra McHale) 25 pgs - The planet Kilbian is being devastated by the Thy-Rugic
disease. There are vaccines and antidotes that should be working, but they are not. Spock
discovers the virus uas brought to Kilbian by a member of the Dark Society) a secret organization
devoted to death and destruction. Uhen a society member invades the Enterprise) McCoy becomes a
victim of the disease. Kirk and Spock struggle to prevent the alien from using the Enterprise to
rejoin his evil comrades.
"Crystal) Crystal) Burning Bright") Madalena Mumford) 25 pgs - Kirk and McCoy are sharing time on share
leave uhen the doctor is abducted. Tuelve hours later a package is delivered to Starfleet
Headquarters containing the doctor's uniform and ring. It eventually becomes apparent that McCoy is
a paun being used to lure Kirk and the Enterprise into a confrontation uith the Klingons.
"The Shattering") Joyce Tullock) 30 1/2 pgs - The emotional trauma of the mission on Minara is slowly
destroying Leonard McCoy. His repressed memories of the experience are leading to violent phychoic
episodes. The Enterprise uill lose their CMO if the doctors) Kirk and Spock cannot find a uay to
help the doctor.
TREK1SH AT LENGTH 84, Vel Jaeger) 1784
"A Matter Of Time") Lee Phillips) 156 1/2 pgs - The Enterprise has been vanquished in a battle uith the
Klingons. McCoy has been seriously injured) Kirk blinded and Spack taken prisoner by the Klingons.
The story tells of McCoy's efforts to help Kirk) the Klingons treatment of Spock) and the adventures
that lead to the reuniting of the three friends.
TREK1SH AT LENGTH 15, Vel Jaeen 1785
"Innuendo") Kim Knapp> 1 pg - Christine Chapel is obviously very angry at Or. McCoy) but he has no idea
uhat he could have done to deserve her wrath.
"In The Garden Of Thought") Denise S. Chonka and Donna Frost) 2 1/2 pgs - Ue join McCoy in the Garden Of
Thought at Sarek and Amanda's home in SkiKahr. It is immediately following the Fal Tor Pan and
McCoy is trying to understand the 'dark and empty' space inside him that he cannot fill or banish.
TUO-OIHENSIONAL THINKING) Lee Heller) 1785
"In Sleep Ue Meet") CinOe Deren and Diane Miskiewicz) 8 pgs - Strange dreams trouble McCoy and Kirk
following their visit to Vulcan. Uhat is the cause of these dreams and how is Spock affected?
"The Journal") Joan G. Ryan) 12 pgs - On a visit to Jim Kirk's homo McCoy is strangely obsessed by the
portrait of Jim's mother. Uith some reluctance) Jim gives McCoy his mothers journal uhich reveals
much about Kirk's early life and many of the puzzling aspects of his character.
"Private Sins") Shirley Sipe) 4 pgs - McCoy begins to show his troubled mental condition following
Spock's death. Kirk tries to understand and comfort his friend.
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VALLEY OF SHADOU) Sue Keenan) 1765) 43 pgs) (Novel) - McCoy has fought a loosing battle with an epidemic on
Vogal II. He turns to Spock for support. Receiving only logio sparks fly between them. Before
McCoy can apologize) he is captured and tortured by Klingons. Spock must protect and care for him
until help comes; but can McCoy survive until then? (This is an expanded version of a story that
originally appeared in Odyssey 86 published by Odyssey Press.)
VAULT OF TOMORROU 81) Marion Catherine McChesney) 1781
"Evening Conversation") Ingrid Cross) 2 pgs - An elderly McCoy's conversation with his Grandson. The
last of the three comrades) McCoy recalls their years together.
"Ue Just Disagree") Alinds Alain) 21 1/2 pgs - McCoy and Spock are part of a delegation sent to Lamona
to study the planet's facilities. They find part of the citizenry planning a genecide program
against other citizens and McCoy is appalled when Spack refuses to interfere in this civil matter.
McCoy's sudden disappearance does draw Spock into the conflict along with Captain Kirk.
"Interesting Game This Poker") David Gordon) 4 pgs - McCoy and Kirk introduce Spack to the game of
poker. Uho said Vulcans never bluff?
VAULT OF TOMORROU I2> Marian McChesney) 1782
"Thy Glory Like A Shooting Star") Ingrid Cross) 4 1/2 pgs - McCoy is dying and Spock is there to comfort
the doctor.
"Five> Any Uay") Marion McChesney) 1 pg - McCoy and Spock in another duel) this time in a game of Bingo.
VAULT OF TOMORROU 13) Marion Catherine McChesney) 1782
"In Oarkness Hidden") Marion McChesney) 17 pgs - McCoy has disappeared while on a planet assignment
investigating the ruins of a long dead civilization. Kirk soon learns that McCoy is the prisoner of
Koloth. The Klingon has secreted the doctor in an undetectable place with an oxygen supply that
will run out in 26 hours) 42 minutes.
"Destiny") Terri Clark) 12 1/2 pgs - A young Commander Kirk is removed from his ship when he contracts
Vegan Coriomeningitis. The doctor who saves his life is Leonard Mccoy and we see the development of
the friendship that leads to McCoy's assignment as CMO on the Enterprise.
"The Accident") Joyce Tullock) ? pgs - McCoy has been seriously injured in an explosion of the planet
Corrid. The Corridians believe their human visitor is dead and remove the body to a temporary
morgue. McCoy is very much alive) but cannot move or speak. Ue live through this experience from
McCoy's perspective as he struggles to let someone know he is alive and as he endures the emotional
turmoil when Kirk and Spack come to retrieve the body.
"All 1 Ask") Laura Zipkin) 5 1/2 pgs - Two friends are enjoying a shore leave in a small coastal
village. Tragedy strikes when the young Starfleet Captain does not return from a solitary sailing
trip. Now his friend remains in the village) returning to the shore each day to wait for a boat
that will never appear.
VAULT OF T0H0RROU 14) Marian Catherine McChesney) 1783
"Just For Fun") Susan Meinecke) 6 1/2 pgs - Kirk) McCoy and a reluctant Spock attend the playing of
Super Bowl CCLII. A bit of wagering enhances their interest in the game.
"The Dark Moment") Ingrid Cross) 5 pgs - Ue spend a few hours with Leonard McCoy as he tries to deal
with the agony of the diagnosis of Xenopolycythemia.
VAULT OF TOH08ROU 15, Marion Catherine McChesney) 1784
"The Endymion Prize") Lorraine Beatty) 15 1/2 pgs -McCoy is to be awarded the prestigious Endymion
Prize. It is agreat honor) but one with strings attached: the formal ceremony and the extravagant
outfit the prize winner must wear to the ceremony. McCoy would like to get his hands on the
individual responsible for his nomination.
"Life's Final Star") Lynn Syck and Laurel Ridener) 36 pgs -The people of the planet Cota are dying of a
plague and the Enterprise is ordered to do whatever possible to help without deploying a landing
party. McCoy can stand the frustration only so long before he> against all orders) beams himself to
the planet. It is only a matter of time before Kirk and Spock follow him. The quality of these men
and their love for each other proves strong enough to survive this deadly situation.
VAULT OF T0H0RROU 16, Marion Catherine McChesney) 1784
"The Final Toast") Sandra Middleton and Sharon Masters) 5 1/2 pgs -Post ST:TU0K. Kirk and McCoy trying
to come to terms with Spock's death.
"Validity Of Friendship") Marilyn Cole) 17 1/2 pgs -Arica) ayoung KIingon-Human hybrid captures Spock.
She wants Spock to mind-meld with her to help integrate her two halves. It is a dangerous procedure
and Spock would never attempt it willingly) but Arica has McCoy as her prisoner.
4?
"Uait For The Morning") Marion McChesney) 47 1/2 pgs -First printed in Contact 87. Spock persuades a
very unwilling McCoy to withhold from Kirk the fact that the Captain has a malignant brain tumor.
Uhen Spock dies in an accident protecting Kirk) McCoy reveals the truth and is told uith great
bitterness that Kirk uants out of his life. McCoy uithdraus) but it is not long before both men
realize how much they need each other.
"Uhen Evening Comes") Marion McChesney, 4 1/2 pgs -Sequel to 'Uait For The Morning". McCoy returns to
the ocean side home he shared uith Jim Kirk during the last feu ueeks of Kirk's lite. It is time to
put the house in order, take care of the Captain's possessions and get on uith the rest of his lite.
"Amazing Grace", Lynn Syck and Laurel Ridener, 32 pgs - Kirk has been hideously injured. Spock and
McCoy seek the help of the Pelf Protectorate, believing these mysterious beings might be able to
restore their Captain.
VAULT OF TOMORROU 87, Marian Catherine McChesney, 1786
"The Hearts Ue Leave Behind", Liz Ellington, 25 1/2 pgs - Kirk, McCoy and Spock are sharing an apartment
after their retirement. Spock is visiting Vulcan uhen he learns of McCoy's sudden death. Story
tells of Kirk's reaction to McCoy's death, the rallying of friends, and Spock's efforts to get back
to earth at this time of need.
"Possibilities", Eleanor Dimick, 70 pgs - Post ST III. Kirk, McCoy and creu are arrested following the
Fal Tor Pan and removed from Vulcan. Kirk is given a choice: accept a secret mission to initiate
diplomatic contact uith the Klingon Governing Guild or spend the rest of his life in prison along
uith all the creu uho rescued Spock. So McCoy, Kirk and all are off to contact the Klingons.
"A Candle Burns", Laurel Ridener and Lynne Syck, 12 pgs - Sequel to 'Somewhere In The DArkest Night'
that appeared in Vault 86. Kirk has been struck uith a disease uhich is incurable. He decides to
leave the ship, take the deep-space shuttle, and die at a time and place of his oun choosing. Spock
and McCoy uill not let him go alone, even though they uill not be immune to Kirk's disease.
VAULT OF TOMORROU 810, Marion McChesney, 1786
"The Demon", Robin Ualker, 6 pgs - On shore leave on Zeta 4, McCoy drinks a local breu that turns out to
be very toxic to humans. The coma that results could lead to respiratory failure and death. Ue are
led through the delirium of his illness to the point of death uhere a friend attempts to reach him
through the mind meld.
VAULT OF TOMORROU *11, Marion McChesney, 1787
"Symbiosis", Mary Schuttler, 5 pgs - The minds of Spock and McCoy uere not completely separated by the
Fal Tor Pan. Each exhibit some characteristics usually shoun by the other. The tuo men try to
decide uhat to do about the 'problem'.
VAULT OF TOMORROU 112, Marion McChesney, 1787
"To Touch The Stars") Mary Rottlen 81 pgs - Another version of the events that folioued Spock's death.
McCoy and Kirk have returned to Starfleet assignments) but it is soon apparent all is not as it
should be uith McCoy. He is going through great physical and emotional distress and Kirk, David,
Carol Marcus and Sarek are all draun into the doctor's torment.
"A Three Fold Cord", Tay Garian, 2 1/2 pgs - Post ST IV. Spock has been hurt by an angry outburst from
Jim Kirk. McCoy steps forward to offer his special blend of compassion and advice, and Spock is
once again auare of the strength of the friendship of the three men.
"Crossed Uire"> Mary Schuttler, 4 pgs - Before he left for shore leave, McCoy employed Uhura's
instructions to program his Comm unit to identify callers and give pre-recorded responses. Upon his
return it becomes apparent he did not follow those instructions correctly
"Ordained", Lynn Syck and Laurel Ridener, 4 1/4 pg - A shuttle crash has taken Spock's lite and Jim Kirk
is dying. McCoy comforts Kirk, knouing he too uill die uith his friends.
VISIONS 12) Elizabeth Hoolahan, 1783
"The Light") Rouena Uarner) 7 1/2 pgs - A captive Spock is chained to a uall in complete darkness. Ue
share his struggles against the cold and his fear of the darkness and ue learn of his concern for
the safety of his friends. Spock reviews their past experiences and analyzes their character as he
waits for rescue.
VOYAGES II) Pat Zotti) Date of Publication Unknown
"Matchmaker) Make Me A Match") Norma Smith, 10 pgs - A letter from an old friend asking McCoy's help in
finding him a wife takes the doctor's time and thoughts until the crew of the Enterprise is
suddenly the victim of Bubonic Plague.
"Amy", Pat Zotti, 25 pgs - Amy Bedford suddenly appears aboard the Enterprise, supposedly escaping
Klingon capture. She is a Lythian, a gentle, peaceful race of humanoids with great Psionic
abilities. There are many mysteries about Amy, but she has no trouble capturing McCoy's heart.
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VOYAGES 12, Pat Zotti and Jim Thomas, Publication Unknown
"Remember, Remember Me", Pat Zotti, 23 pgs - Leonard McCoy and Amy Bedford have been married far three
months when Amy and Spock disappear while on planet assignment. Events that follow lead to problems
between Spock and McCoy.
"The Birthday Present", Kathie Farnell, 4 pgs - Spock has decided to use the computer to facilitate his
search for a suitable Vulcan wife and McCoy is determined to lend a helping hand.
"From The Parallel Universe", Pat Zotti, 4 pgs - A look at the McCoy from the mirror universe through
the eyes of a woman crewmember who shares his bed.
VOYAGES 13, Pat Zotti, Publication Unknown
"Odyssey", Carmen Carter, Kathie Farnell and Pat Zotti, 148 pgs - Leonard McCoy is participating in a
diplomatic mission when word reaches the Enterprise that the entire delegation has been
assassinated. In truth McCoy is still alive, but in hiding as he attempts to escape to safety. Amy
McCoy returns to Earth to be with the doctor's family. Uhen McCoy finally returns to the ship it is
to learn that Amy has been kidnapped by slave traders.
VOYAGES 82, Beverly Volker, 1787
"Mandy", Steve Uilson, 24 1/2 pgs - It is the night following the Fal Tor Pan and an inability to sleep
brings Saavik and McCoy together in Amanda's kitchen. They share hot chocolate and a secret from
McCoy's past that he thought he would never reveal. A secret concerning Amanda Grayson.
UARPED SPACE 87, Lori Chapek, 1775
"Birthday Ualtz", Paula Block) 5 1/2 pgs - McCoy> depressed by a 'surprise' birthday party that reminds
him of his age> leaves the merriment and takes refuge in sickbay. He is not too happy to be
disturbed by ensign Sadie Faulwell who is seeking attention for a sprained ankle. This is the first
story in a long series.
"After The Ball") Paula Block, 3 pgs - It takes a lot to get through to Leonard McCoy - and Sadie
Faulwell wants to do just that. After an evening of dancing alone with the doctor in sickbay, McCoy
is avoiding Sadie and it is up to her to take the initiative if they are ever to get together again.
UARPED SPACE 88, Lori Chapek, 1775
"A Private Little Naked Time", Paula Block, 7 pgs - McCoy rescues Sadie from the influence of the spores
from Psi 2000.
UARPED SPACE 89, Lori Chapek, 1975
"After The Goldrush", Paula Block, 7 pgs - Joanna McCoy is about to be married. McCoy wants to attend
the wedding, but dreads the reunion with his ex-wife and her family. Both Sadie and Jim Kirk feel
obligated to help and agree to accompany the doctor into the uncomfortable situation. After meeting
McCoy's ex-wife Sadie feels lonely, alienated, and realizes she really knows little about Leonard
McCoy.
UARPED SPACE 110 (Adult), Lori Chapek) 1975
"Mirror Leerer") Paula Block) 7 pgs -Sadie Faulwell becomes the victim of McCoy's savage counterpart
from the mirror universe.
UARPED SPACE 811, Lori Chapek, 1975
"Trouble In River City") Paula Block) 5 pgs - McCoy finds that Sadie has been sleeping with Athos uhen
the alien challenges the doctor to a battle for her favors. McCoy is hurt and furious and all seems
to be over between them.
UARPED SPACE 812, Lori Chapek) 1975
"To Need AFriend") Carol Hydemam 4 pgs - Both Spock and McCoy are devastated by the death of Jim Kirk,
but it is Spock who suffers the most as he tries to hide his grief. McCoy draws Spock out of his
cabin and into the garden on the Enterprise. As they talk and Spock is able to finally express his
grief, he realizes how much he needs the friendship of Leonard McCoy.
"Birthday Ualtz II", Paula Block, 9 pgs -This time it is Sadie's birthday and she ends up needing
treatment in sickbay just as she did when she first met McCoy on his birthday. Uith reluctance
McCoy is drawn once again into the arms of Sadie Faulwell.
UARPED SPACE I13> Lori Chapek) 1975
"A Different Uay Of Thinking") Mona Delitsky* 1 pg - McCoy's thoughts and sensations as Natira uses the
way of her people to explore his mind and body.
UARPED SPACE 115, Lori Chapek) 1976
"Pasadena Blues") Paula Block, 6 1/2 pgs -Shore leave on P-77 or Pasadena II as it is renamed by the
crew. Palm trees) warm breezes) sand. It should be idyllic for Sadie as she shares it with McCoy)
but Sadie is uneasy and finally returns to the ship. She is no sooner on board then Pasadena
suddenly begins to break out of orbit pulling the Enterprise in its wake. Pasadena is not a planet
but a living organism.
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UARPED SPACE 817, Lori Chapek, 1976
"Mind Rape", 1pg -Ue experience the forced mind meld by the mirror universe Spock on Dr. McCoy
UARPED SPACE 821, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1976
"Day Of Darkness", Jeanne Powers and Cathy Ailing, 41/2 pgs -McCoy recalls the one crushing event that
ended his marriage.
UARPED SPACE 824, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1977
"Trek Over The Black Ridge", Nancy Spinks, 7 pgs -Aresearch colony is in ruins and the Enterprise
responds to the distress call. The inhabitants will evacuate to an alternate settlement, but 5
children are missing. Spock and McCoy are assigned to locate the children and lead them safely to
the neu settlement.
UARPED ffACE 826/27, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1977
"To The Uater And The Uild", Cheryl 0. Rice, 9 1/4 pgs - McCoy spends the last feu hours on the shore
leave planet uith Tonia Barrous. Her announcement that she uill soon leave the Enterprise has added
to his ever present feeling of loneliness, but a brief encounter uith a beautiful mythological beast
helps him realize that his involvement uith Tonia uas never meant to last.
"The Uay IAluays Heard It Should Be", Paula Block, 18 pgs - McCoy's unexpected proposal of marriage
leaves Sadie beuildered and uncertain. Her attitude leaves McCoy shaken and contributes to a heart
attack that nearly takes his life. Uhile Sadie stands vigil at McCoy's bedside she realizes how
much he means to her. The uedding will take place.
UARPED SPACE 837, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1978
"Man Trapped", Paula Block, 1 pg - Ue share McCoy's anguish after he has killed Nancy Crater.
UARPED SPACE 843, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1980
"One-Finger Symphony", Eileen Roy, 3 pgs - Christine Chapel feels useless, totally undesirable, and so
afraid of failure. The pharmaceutical cabinet with its row of pills draws her near, but Leonard
McCoy is there to offer his help.
UARPED SPACE 844, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1980
"Heartbeat", Marian Kelly, 1 1/2 pgs - Leonard McCoy is about to become a sacrifice to savage captors if
he is not found by his shipmates.
UARPED SPACE 849, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1963
"Mere Puppets They Uho Come And Go", Jeri Kandel, 7 1/2 pgs - Dr. McCoy, Kirk and Spock are snatched
from the Enterprise by aliens who want to know more about the physiology of humans and vulcans. The
aliens possess McCoy and he performs an autopsy on his tuo living friends. They are returned to the
ship and Kirk and Spock recover, but Mccoy's experience results in his confinement to a mental
facility where he will stay if Spock can not find a way to help.
UARPED SPACE 150, Lori Chapek-Carleton, 1984
"A Death In The Family", Joan Marie Verba, 5 1/2 pgs - Or. McCoy is reported to be dead, the victim of a
disease that struck a planet settlement being evacuated. There is much confusion on the planet, but
there seems no doubt the doctor is gone. His shipmates prepare to honor his memory with a wake.
UHALESONS, Martha Bonds, 1987
"Uhen Eagles Cry", Ginna LaCroix, 44 1/4 pgs - Post ST III story. The Fal Tor Pan has just been
completed and Spack is secluded with the healers. Both McCoy and Kirk are struggling to overcome
the physical and emotional trauma they have experienced in the rescue of Spock and the uncertainty
about Spock's recovery and their future in Starfleet.
"Held Too Tightly", Lynn Syck and Laurel Ridener, 12 1/2 pgs - It is 3 weeks since the reassignment to
the new Enterprise. Spock does not know haw ta handle his human feelings, especially uhere Jim Kirk
is concerned, and prepares to leave the ship. McCoy does all he can to prevent a hasty departure by
the Vulcan and to prepare Jim Kirk it the parting does occur.
WHATSOEVER STAR THAT BECKONS, Rowena G. Uarner, 1984
"My Friend, My Foe", Rowena G. Uarner, 24 pgs - McCoy and Spock have been captured by Romulans to be
used as subjects of an experiment. The Romulans think they have a way to turn humans against
Vulcans. If it works with McCoy and Spock, it will be used to tear apart the Federation.
MEN HEROES DIE - A STARCHILD'S QUEST, Joyce Tullock, 1983, 142 pgs, (Novel) - After the five year mission,
McCoy answers a summons to a distant world to prove that a threatened life form, the Mandois, is
sentient. There is romance, a long journey through a dangerous swamp, and the beautiful triumph as
McCoy succeeds in communicating with the creature he has come to save.
WEN YOU UERE rERLIN AND 1 UAS KING, Joyce Tullock and Ingrid Cross, 1983, (Novel) - Uith V'Ger's guidance,
McCoy courageously undertakes the dangerous, shattering task of restoring a proud, distant, and
overbearing Kirk to the loving third of the triad he once was. A powerful story.
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A picture's worth a thousand words...
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People like you make it all possible
NEW "ORPHANS" ARRIVE EVERY DAY...
...and our Nursery Team is ready for them! Puppies and kittens are
brought to the League by the basketful. Volunteers are the backbone
of MSAL, and devote hours to feeding, exercising, and just loving
the "little fellas" during their stay with us. Shown here (Ito r) are Debbie
Rubins, Doe Ann Kumberger, Manager Stephen Maziejka and
Donna Borkowski.
TWO MATCHES MADE
IN HEAVEN!
Mrs. Charlotte Bielman and "Tiny"
have been inseparable since finding
each other at the League seven years
ago. Marion Kane (R) is all smiles
at hearing she met the Leagues
standards of a good home for "Jo-Jo".
One out of four applicants is turned
down, usually because they can't pro
vide the time and attention a pet needs.
MEET RAY "TO THE
RESCUE" BRENNAN
Rayjoined the League a fewyears back, and
has since become an important member
of our group. His typical day begins with
making the rounds to rescue pets from
pounds that might destroy them. Below,
back at the League, using a stethoscope with
skill and love, he examines a new pal, Clyde,
one of the pups just rescued.
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MEDICAL CARE, GROOMING, TRAINING-AND MOST
OF ALL, LOVE-HELP MAKE ADOPTIONS HAPPEN
BEFORE AND AFTER
AlMazzucca, grooming manager, took this mass of tangled fur and in less
than two hours out came "Fifi",a purebred poodle, to greet groomers Susan
White and Jose Cosio. Needless to say, Fifi was adopted almost immediately.
LOVE IS ALL AROUND
There is a special room at the League—reserved for puppies, small dogs,
kittens and cats. It's just a plain room, but magic happens here, with animals
changing into pets and people changing into pet-loving families. All these
animals have been cleaned up, given shots and are ready for adoption.
NORTH SHORE ANIMAL LEAGUE
22 South Street FbrtWashington 11050
YOUR SUPPORTALSO SAVES PETS ATTHE NORTH EASTANIMAL SHELTER IN SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
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